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The Humanities and the Constitution is published with the assistance of a
contract from the National Endowment for the Humanities as part of its
special initiative on the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution.
This report is an extension and supplement to The Constitution and the
Community: _A Resource for Planning Humanities-Based Programs on the United
States Constitution, published by the Federation in 19R.

State humanities ccuncils were established in each state, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands by the National Endowment for
the Humanities in order to carry out programs which enable citizens of the
states to understand and appreciate the humanities as resources for
community life. In 1977 the state councils formed an association, now
known as the National Federation of State Humanities Councils, to assist
the councils to achieve their purposes through a program of publication,
research, conferences, information exchange, and special projects.
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INTRODUCTION

"We owe it to ourselves to know this Constitution better because its
continuing force depends on an informed public consciousness of founding
principles and their ongoing relevance." This call, from the Introduction
to the Federation's first (1984) guide to Constitution-related program
resources, The Constitution and the Community, has lost none of its force;
it is the first reason the information in this report has been collected.

The second reason was also foretold in that earlier Introduction, where it
was said that "...the Bicentennial presents an excellent opportunity for
both humanities scholars and citizens to strengthen one another's
understanding of the Constitution." It was "to give form to that
opportunity" that The Constitution and the Community was made available.
This supplement is published to show how that form has taken shape since
then.

The number, diversity, and quality of the programs that have been completed
or started so far (spring 1986) are clear indications that the Bicentennial
commemoration has already begun and, in fact, is well under way. We hope
that this report will help readers take stock of the progress made to date.
In providing this summary (of necessity limited in scope) of Bicentennial-
related public humanities activities, we hope it will also offer a profile
of what remains to be done and what directions can be taken in future
Constitution-and-humanities programs.

The report begins with a brief manual on planning state humanities council-
supported projects. After that, information about several kinds of
resources is presented: programs completed and being planned;
organizations and agencies; scholars; and, in the appendixes, a chronology
of key dates in the history of the Constitution, an introductory
bibliography for Constitutional history, and a publicity booklet.
Different categories are used for each kind of resource: council-supported
programs are listed by type of format (a subject-based cross-reference
system remains a task for the future); national programs and resources are
identified by the sponsoring organization; and state humanities councils,
state bicentennial commissions or coordinating agencies, and scholars are
listed by state.

Research, writing, and production: Roberta Frank, Federation Research
Associate.

Graphic design: Judith M. Gilats
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Introduction

Once the idea for a public humanities project is born, planning can begin.
The planning process is challenging and interesting in its own right, and
includes a number of important steps; with program planners in mind, some
of the more basic ones are outlined below. This information should
supplement, not replace, conversations with the staff of state humanities
councils, who are always willing to discuss possible projects at any stage
in their development. Council staff members have a wealth of information
to share with the program planner about local resources, successful
formats, capable scholars, and other practical knowledge gained from their
experiersce with public humanities programs. They are skilled in
interpreting their councils' distinctive grant application guidelines and
the procedures with which a program planner needs to be familiar.

Focus on the Humanities

If a project is to be funded by a state humanities council, it is crucial
that the humanities be central to ali aspects of the project. The
humanities are those branches of knowledge that traditionally have recorded
human thought and creativity, explored the human condition, and interpreted
human efforts to make sense of life. Fields of study in the humanities
include: history, literature, philosophy, classical and modern languages,
linguistics, ethics, jurisprudence, comparative religion, archaeology,
history and criticism of the arts, and those aspects of the social and
natural sciences that use historical or philosophical approaches.

Other sections of this guide provide examples of a number of topics and
formats for projects that unite the humanities and issues related to the
Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution. These listings are by no means
exhaustive, however, and program planners should consider many other
possibilities. At the beginning of the planning process, imagination and
creativity should be given afree rein. For instance, it may be
appropriate to consider unusual audiences and/or innovative settings, su ;h
as presenting a program on the constitutional rights of the accused in a
prison setting. Or a speaker on constitutional issues related to the labor
movement might be effectively presented in a factory lunchroom.

Form a Planning Committee

State humihities council grants are made to nonprofit organizations or
institutions, including community organizations, service clubs,
professional organizations, libraries, museums, historical societies,
college and universities, public radio and television stations, and other
ongoing or ad hoc groups. Typically, an individual member of such a group
will have originated the project idea and presented it to the group for
consideration. Such an individual will usually be designated as the
program director, and be primarily responsible for the project. However,
this person is usually assisted in the planning and production of the
project by a small working committee.
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Most state humanities councils require that at least one member of this
planning committee be a humanities scholar. In practical terms a
humanities scholar may be defined as a person Ao has earned an advanced
degree in one of the humanities disciplines and is professionally engaged
in teaching, researching, and writing in that field. There are exceptions,
of course. Individuals may teach in schools, work in museums or libraries,
or be employed by government, business or industry, while conducting
independent research. The primary requirement is that they be committed to
a continuing process of learning and sharing knowledge. It is a good idea
to check with the council staff in cases where there are any questions.

The humanities scholar advisor should be centrally involved in all phases
of the project. This person can help to:

* Identify the central and supporting themes and the humanities
disciplines that are relevant to a program.

* Suggest topics for discussion.
* Evaluate and help select formats that are suitable to the topic and

audience.
* Interpret the resources and suggest how they can be related to

community interests.
* Recommend and assist in contacting other members of Lhe academic

community to participate in the program.
* Prepare the humanities participants for their roles and

responsibilities in the program.

Additional planning committee members should include individuals with
skills and information important to successful attainment of the project's
goals. If a program is geared to a special audience (youth, elderly,
minorities, etc.), for example, it is critical to have representatives from
that group involved in the planning process. Someone skilled in the
details of organizing and producing programs would be of great help, as
would an individual with experience in publicity or skills in graphic arts.
A person with strong ties to community organizations and activities could
suggest ways of securing community involvement and support.

There are also numerous groups in any community who could be approached for
cosponsorship of a program. Cosponsoring agencies and institutions often
bring with them fresh perspectives on the issues, an additional
constituency for the program, and assistance with publicity, funding and
other aspects of program development. Some community agencies and groups
to consider involving in programs on the Constitution include local
chapters'or agencies such as:

* academic institutions
* public radio or television

stations

* League of Women Voters
* 4-H Clubs
* American Association of

University Women

* churches
* social service agencies
* YMCAs and YWCAs
* Association of Business and

Professional Women
* parent/teacher groups
* American Civil Liberties Union

8



* civic and fraternal clubs

(i.e. Rotary, Kiwanis, VFW,
Legion Club, Citizen's
League, Elks, Masons,
Scottish Rite, etc.)

* DAR or SAR chapters
* professional associations
* libraries
* historical societies

Planning committees' knowledge of active organizations in their own
communities will be very helpful in the process of obtaining cosponsors.

Identify the Audience

In most cases, state humanities council grants are made to programs
intended for out-of-school adults. It is also expected that the program
will be public in the eense that it is accessible to all who wish to
attend. No one should be excluded because of race, sex, or handicap.

Within these limits, however, there is a great deal of flexibility, and
program planners will need to be specific. Questions for the committee to
consider might include:

* What topics are relevant to the sponsoring organization and/or the
larger community?

* Who is the intended audience? Why?
* Can this topic be related to significant concerns or events or

special resources in the community? If so, how?
* What kind of program will help the sponsoring organization to enlarge

its sphere of service to the community?
* How will such a program increase public appreciation of the

humanities?

Assessing the interests, concerns and needs of individuals in a community
is most effectively done by other members of that same community.
Consequently, the perceptions of planning committee members will be
critical in assessing the audience and determining program topics and
formats that will stimulate local interest and support.

Planning committees select appropriate formats for the actual structure of
the program. If a project hopes to reach a large, diverse general audience
its structure, content, publicity methods, etc. will be much different
than those for a program designed for a small group with a common ethnic
identity or from a particular age bracket or interest group. The number of
formats and combinations of formats available to project directors is
large. Other sections of this guide include many examples.

In public humanities programming it is also generally expected that the
audience will have an opportunity to participate directly in the project.
This participation may include, but is not limited to, panel and small-
group discussions, debates, formal question and answer sessions, call-in
programs and other exchanges of views and information among members of the
audience, the humanities scholars, and other speakers.

9
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Design the Program

At this point in the planning process, a planning committee must arrive at

a detailed program design. The success of the design of a humanities
project depends in large part on how well the p-oject planners understand
what they are trying to do, on which depends how clearly the objectives and
topic are defined. Final decisions will need to be made about such matters
as: the general program topic; the format of the program and what its
major activities will include; the role of speakers, panelists, and
discussion leaders; specific topical concerns, discussion questions to be
raised, special activities to include, and the best use of a variety of
other available resources including -Adio-visual materials, exhibits,
programs guides, reading lists, and print materials. Videotaping the
program for future use by other groups can also be explored. The National

Resources section of this guide contains information on a variety of
materials available on topics related to the Constitution.

Additionally, programs funded by state humanities councils must be
balanced. That is, project activities must provide for a diversity of
views and perspectives on issues, and should avoid advocacy or bias.
Alternative viewpoints should be presented in such a way that the goal is
comparison, analysis, and clarification of differing ideas.

The issue of scheduling will also need to be addressed. Some

considerations are obvious, of course, such as avoiding major religious
holidays, important community events or Super Bowl Sunday, for example. In-

other cases, first-hand knowledge of the community or the particular
constituency involved will be critical in determining local preferences.
In many communities, weekend programs are popular while in others, weekday
evening events are more successful. Some times of day may be more
appropriate than others for particular target audiences. The elderly, for
example, might prefer an afternoon, rather than an evening, program.

It is also essential to envision how a live program will actually be
carried out on the day of the event. In the early planning stages project
planners should have arranged for a meeting facility of appropriate size
and location and with suitable facilities and equipment. The program site
should be one that is perceived to be accessible by the community and that
can be made comfortable for them. Consideration should be given to the

handicapped and to any special needs of the target audience.

Choose the Program Participants

The selection of the individuals who will be major participants in the
humanities project is as important as any single factor in the overall
success of the program. All speakers, moderators, panelists and discussion
leaders must have the appropriate qualifications for their responsibilities-
in the project. In addition, however, the program faculty need to be able
to establish rapport with the group, use language that is appropriate to
the level of the audience, relate their comments to the interests of the
audience, ask thought provoking questions, and deal skillfully with

differences of opinion.

10
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The Resources by State section of this guide lists a number of scholarsqualified to discuss issues related to the Constitution. This list is, ofcourse, by no means exhaustive.
Program planning committee members orstate humanities council staff may by aware of other possibilities, or beable to recommend particularly effective speakers. The chair of theappropriate humanities department of local colleges can also be contactedfor suggestions.

When an individual is being considered as a participant the planningcommittee should be clear in its own mind what it expects of him or her.When the invitation to participate is offered, the expectations for thatperson's role must be clearly explained. He or she should be thoroughlybriefed about the purpose of the project, the intended audience ant theirlevel of familiarity with the topic, and any other special aspects of theprogram. Whenever possible, arrangements should be made for all speakers,panelists, discussion leaders, and moderators to meet before the program todiscuss how their role: fit together.

Obtain Funding for the Project

After much preliminary preparation, an actual project proposal will need tobe written for submission to a state humanities council. In mostinstances, the project director will have had several conversations with amember of the humanities
council staff, and will be familiar with the grantcategories (which differ according to the size and topic of the grant),guidelines, forms, procedures, and deadlines specific to each state.(Addresses fc- state humanities councils are included in the StateResources section of this guide.) State council staff members are alwayswilling to answer questions and assist with,the grant writing process.

In preparing a grant proposal, program planners should be aware of a numberof general funding provisions common to most humanities councils. Statehumanities councils ordinarily do not fund the following:

* research or publications
intended exclusively for the scholarlycommunity

* academic courses for credit (though course credit can sometimes be
offered as an option)

* long term project sL 'Ting
* performing and cp.. ive arts as ends in themselves
* construction or re.:toration costs
* genehl administration of the sponsoring organization* regularly scheduled events such as annual conferences* purchase of permanent equipment
* food and beverage costs for audiences
* library or museum acquisitions
* fellowships or scholarships
* indirect costs

Recipients must also match the amount of the state humanities council grantwith an equal amount of cash or in-kind contributions. Most organizationsmatch their grants with documented contributions of volunteer time and

11
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organizational services. If the project involves substantial funding from
a state council, additional donors may be necessary. Fund raising
strategies can be discussed with state council staff.

Publicize the Program

A well-organized publicity plan is essential to the success of any project.
Most state councils require that an effective plan for promoting and
presenting the program be described in the grant application. Many
excellent programs have had limited impact because so few people have
attended. Attractive, striking and informative publicity will make people
want to participate. Press releases, announcements, and invitations should
be sent to local groups which may be interested in the program, as well as
newspapers, radio and television stations. The support of the state
humanities council should be mentioned in all publicity. A publication of
the National Federation of State Humanities Councils titled "Publicity: A
Guide for Public Humanities Projects" is reprinted in Appendix C for
reference. It includes practical information on preparing a publicity
campaign, as well as a number of sample news releases and fliers.

Prepare for the Event

Preparation for the actual event involves a number of logistical details.

* Participants in the program need reminders of the program dates and
times.

* Arrangements for audio-visual or amplification equipment need to be
made.

* Exhibits must be set up and their safety secured.
* Necessary instructional materials must be duplicated and mailed or

brought to the program site.
* The facilities need to be checked well in advance for proper seating

arreigements and appropriate space for speakers, panelists and
discussion leaders.

On the actual day of the program, details such as well-regulated room
temperatures, lighting, and seating can make an enormous difference to the
comfort level of those attending a program.

Program Evaluation

Most state humanities councils require project directors to submit an
overall evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the project shortly
after its completion. Many project directors have the audience fill out a
short evaluation form at the end of the program, to assist them in
assessing the project. This valuation form should be clear and brief, and
ask questions that will indicate how the audience responded to be program
activites and whether subsequent programs of similar nature should be
pursued.

12
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If program objectives were clearly defined, it should not be difficult toassess the degree to which they were achieved. The overall evaluationshould:

* Discuss how ' participating scholars used the humanities toidenti' ' analyze the issues at hand.
* Summarize , content of presentations made.
* Describe findings or conclusions reached or differences of opinionleft unresolved.
* Judge the effectivess of each speaker.
* Comment on the quality of the discussions.
* Report the number of people in attendance.

In addition, some councils require outside evaluators to help zisess theeffectiveness of a program. An outside evaluator is a professionalhumanist not connected in any way with the project who attends the programand submits an evaluation to the state humanities council. Grantapplications can allot a small sum in the budget to cover the honorariumand travel expenses for this person.

13
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Introduction

The following projects are current examples of programs and topics related
to the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution that are being funded or
conducted by state humanities councils. This is a selective compilation of
such programs; many excellent projects are not mentioned here. The
examples here are grouped according to the following formats: lectures and
discussions, conferences and symposia, media and exhibit development and
use, publications, teacher training and curriculum development, and multi-
faceted projects.

Further information on these projects is available from the state
humanities council associated with the project; council addresses are
located in the state resources section of this guide.

lectures and Discussions

The National Archives Constitution Study Group, funded by the D.C.
Community Humanities Council, is a monthly public lecture series that
features an address by a prominent scholar or public figure on topics
related to the U.S. Constitution. Each talk is followed by a question and
answer period. Held at the National Archives Building in Washington D.C.,
the program was first begun in 1984, and participation has increased over
time. Examples of the kinds of addresses include "The Constitution: Past,
Present and Future" by James MacGregor Burns, and "The New Power of Science
and Its Place in the Constitutional System" by William D. Carey, executive
director of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The
Study Group project has also included a seminar series, a symposium, and
outreach efforts to groups and clubs in the Washington area.

The Hawaii Committee for the Humanities has a Humanities Speakers' Bureau
that provides small grants to cover the expenses of pre-selected speakers
and topics. One of its current thematic areas is "Commemorating the
Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution"; four presentations are offered
under this theme: "We the People...," a slide-lecture on the drafting of
the Constitution and its intellectual origins; "The U.S. Constitution in
the Pacific," that examines the U.S. Constitution as an influential source
of democratic principles and ideals for Pacific Island peoples; "Yearning
to be Free," about constitutional guarantees in the light of the American
immigrant experience; and "A Model in Nation Building," about the use by
Asian countries of the U.S. Constitution as a model for their governing
documents'and how constitutional principles can be adapted to integrate
their cultural heritage and address current situations.

legacy of Freedom: The Constitution and the Northwest Ordinance is a
series of eight public lectures funded by the Indiana Committee for the
Humanities. The lectures will be given by key humanists weekly at several
locations in the Fort Wayne area, and are designed to increase public
awareness, interest, and knowledge of these significant documents in
American history. Each lecture will be followed by a short commentary,
questions, and general discussion among speakers and audience. All

15
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programs will be broadcast live on cable TV and videotaped for rebroadcast;

several sessions will allot, the home audience to phone in questions and
ccmments.

The Montana Committee for the Humanities funded The Constitution of the
United States: The Social Background. A panel of scholars of the
constitutional era will present brief lectures and debate various aspects
of the social tackground of the Constitution. During this evening program,
they will discuss the values, goals, aspirations, and types of lives led by
different groups of Americans during this period, and how the society they
snaped had an impact on the formation of the document.

The Ohio Humanities Council funded The Constitution 200 Years Later: Is It
Working? Sponsored by the University of Dayton, this lecture/discussion
program involves humanities scholars from a variety of disciplines who will
analyze the provisions and philosophy of constitutional government. Legal

scholars will act as facilitators to encourage audience discussion of
public policy issues presented in the lectures.

Civic learning: The Challenge of the Bicentennial Decade is a series of
lecture/discussion programs conducted by the University of Oklahoma with
funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities. Funds from the
Oklahoma Foundation for the Humanities coverer the expenses of eight
programs throughout the state. Each seminar lasts five weeks with two-hour
discussion sessions scheduled one evening each week. University of
Oklahoma faculty lead these seminars, each of which poses a question that
calls for a new appreciation of the ways in which historical, contemporary
and cultural factors combine to create our modern political world. Seminar
topics include: "The Authority of Constitutions"-- what is the basis of
the U.S. Constitution's authority to address the nation's basic problems?;
"The Idea of America"-- what ideas have given America its unique political
culture?; "The Paradox of Freedom"-- how is the meaning of freedom likely
to change in our modern, technological, and urban style of life?; "Oklahoma
and the U.S. Constitution"-- has Oklahoma influenced the evolution of the
federal constitution?

The Pennsylvania Humanities Council is involved in several bicentennial
lecture programs; three will be noted here. (1) A Distinguished

Lectureship on the U.S. Constitution has been funded by private donors.
These lectures will be given in May and September of 1986 and 1987 at

Independence National Historical Park and will be followed by a reception
and dinner. The first two lecturers are Professor Henry Steele Commager
and E.L. Doctorow. (2) An all-day set of lectures will be held for members
of state government, press, and principal organizations in Harrisburg on
the U.S. Constitution. State and nationally prominent people will speak on
the constitution's relation to government, business and labor, education,
religion, the media, and civil rights. The program is being done under
contract with the state's Historical and Museum Commission. (3) Five

speakers will he available on topics related to the U.S. Constitution as
part of the Pennsylvania Humanities Council's regular Speakers Program.

16
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The Pennsylvania Humanities Council also recently completed a set of Study
Groups on the U.S. Constitution. Thirty reading and discussion groups were
conducted by professors of history, government, political science, and
jurisprudence at various locations around the state. Each group met for
six sessions, using as a text an anthology of readings pi_pared
specifically for the project. The groups also had access to tapes from the
telecourse "The Constitution: That Delicate Balance" funded by the
Annenberg/CPB Project. (See the National Programs section of this guide
for a description.) The topics for reading and discussion included: the
philosophical and historical origins of the constitution; the

constitutional convention: Philadelphia, May to September, 1787: the
Federalist triumph and the Bill of Rights; the Supreme Court's
interpretation and shaping of the Constitution in the nineteenth century;
the Constitution's adaptation to twentieth-century social and economic
change; the current constitutional issues and the future of the U.S.
Constitution.

In 1985 the Puerto Rico Endowment for the Humanities awarded a grant to the
School of Law of the University of Puerto Rico to develop a project titled
Past and Future of the U.S. Constitution, focusing on the U.S.
Constitution's influence on the evolution of Puerto Rican constitutional
thought. Workshops and conferences will be held throughout 1986 and 1987,
and a number of internationallly known scholars and jurists are expected to
participate.

The Viriginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy originally
funded a planning grant for Court Days in Virginia. Subsequently funded by
the National Endowment for the Humanities, this project sponsors forums in
courthouses all over the state. The forums include lectures, panels, and
discussions about the Constitution for the general public. Typically, the
Institute of Government at the University of Virgina that directs the
project recruits two scholars and two local lawyers or community figures (a
newspaper editor or county official, for example) and puts them on a panel
to discuss a given topic. The foursome is chosen to reflect different
viewpoints on the issue, and the setting is always a county courthouse.
The programs are also videotaped for later distribution.

The legacy of George Mason, produced by George Mason University, is a
lecture series also funded each year by the Virginia Foundation for the
Humanities and Public Policy since 1982. The format for each series is a
lecture relating the thought of George Mason and his era to the general
topic; two lectures developing aspects of the topic as they have evolved at
the national and state levels; and a final lecture highlighting the
international impact of the issue. Past topics have included the Bill of
Rights, The First Amendment, and Natural Rights. Publication of each
series in book form is planned.

The Wisconsin Humanities Committee is itself conducting a series of
lecture/discussion programs entitled The Constitution, the Individual, and
the Community. The programs are designed to emphasize the dual purpose of
the U.S. Constitution: its role in providing a plan for organizing and
perpetuating a federal government, and its role in mediating between
individual liberties and the needs of local, regional, and national
communities. Six topics will serve as focal points for the programs as
they examine the origins and evolution of American constitutional thought:

17
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(1) federalism -- defining authority and sharing power, (2) protesting the
powerless -- public order and the rights of individuals, (3) why is the 1st
Amendment first?, (4) religious freedom, (5) the rights of privacy and
respect for personhood, (6) the meaning of equal rights. Participating
humanities scholars will give a formal presentation of 40-50 minutes
followed by an hour-long period during which the scholars will conduct a
discussion about the subject of the preceding presentation on a current or
hypothetical case. Audience participants will be asked to imagine
themselves in the position of taking an action or proposing a policy to
meet a specific situation defined by the discussion leader. The programs
are being offered to a wide variety of groups and organizations throughoutthe state.

Conferences and Symposia

The Alabama Humanities Foundation funded the Hugo Black Centennial
Celebration: Hugo L. Black and the Constitution, 1937-1971, a conference
organized by the University of Alabama Law Center in honor of the 100th
anniversary of the Alabama Supreme Court justice's birth. The conference
will include participation by distinguished jurists, journalists, and
scholars, who will discuss Justice Black's unique contributions to the role
of the Supreme Court in modern America and the Court's relationship to the
Constitution and public affairs.

The College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Law of the University
of Florida, in conjunction with the Vanderbilt University School of Law,will sponsor a major conference on The South and the American
Constitutional Tradition in March 1987. Funded by the Florida Endowment
for the Humanities, tfle conference will consist of prepared papers, a major
public address, and a public seminar on various themes and issues in the
history of constitutionalism in Florida and the South. Major participants
have been asked to address the question of how the states and societies of
the South have gone about organizing themselves under the rule of law
through constitutional avenues. The conference will analyze the historicalroots of: federalism, judicial power, economic development and the law,
race relations, civil liberties and civil rights, and the legacy of the
Confederacy.

The Maryland Humanities Council is planning a conference for September 13,1986 entitled The Annapolis Connection: Maryland and the U.S.
Constitution, designed to focus on Maryland's role as a catalyst in the
constitution's creation. The morning session will have speakers, panels,
and discussions focusing on Maryland on the eve of the Constitutional
Convention; Maryland at the Constitutional Convention; and the ratification
process in Maryland. The keynote address by former U.S. Attorney General, .the Honorable Benjamin Civiletti and the "observations" on the Constitution
by Columbia University Professor Emeritus Richard B. Morris will provide abroad perspective on constitutional and historical issues. The afternoon
sessions, to enhance the conference's long-term impact, will have workshops
on interpreting the Constitution for schools and community organizations,
and on programs planned for the commemoration in general. The day's event
will conclude with a tour and reception at the newly constructed Maryland
Archives building.
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The Maryland Humanities Council was also one of the sponsors of a
conference organized by the National Archives Constitution Study Group, The
Constitution: Past, Present, and Future. In March of 1985, over 300
people attended this event designed both to commemorate and to plan future
commemoration activities of the U.S. Constitution. Morning lectures by
James MacGregor Burns, Professor of Political Science, Williams College;
Michael Kamen, Professor of American History and Culture, Cornell
University; and A.E. Dick Howard, White Burkett Miller Professor of Law and
Public Affairs, University of Virginia, were followed by workshops in which
representatives of a large number of organizations presented their program
plans for the Bicentennial.

The New Jersey Committee for the Humanities funded a symposium entitled New
Jersey Justices on the United States Supreme Court. This conference,
sponsored by the Seton Hall University School of Law, will focus on the
contributions to constitutional development and constitutional law of four
men from New Jersey who have served on the United States Supreme Court.
The symposium will be offered three times in various locations. The
proceedings will be published in a special issue of the Seton Hall Law
Review and a videotape of the symposium will be edited fo) .1 one hour
television program suitable for cable distribution. The Geraldine F. Dodge
Foundation will provide funds to support the publication of pamphlets for
use in secondary schools and newspaper inserts about the symposium.

Issues in Religion and Government is a project of the North Carolina
Humanities Committee. Eight colleges in the state are offering the
programs which feature four public lectures by scholars and discussion of
reading materials. The anthologies used in the programs were developed by
the Program in the Humanities and Human Values at the University of North
Carolina as part of its 1985 project, "Church, State, and the First
Amendment" funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities.

The Ohio Humanities Council has recently funded several conferences that
address constitutional concerns. In one, Cincinnati's Center for the Study
of the American Jewish Experience will be offering a seminar on The Impact
of the Constitution on American Jewish life. The meeting will investigate
how constitutional ideas of political democracy and republican values
affected and enhanced the Jewish community in America. Sections of the
program will address the history of religious freedom, beginning with its
provisions in the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, particularly as it relates
to Jews. In addition, Schools and the Means of Education Shall Forever Be
Encouraged: The Development of Education in the Old Northwest, 1787-1880
is a public symposium on the past and future of higher education sponsored
by Ohio University. The conference will emphasize the role of the
Northwest Ordinance of 1787 in shaping America's commitment to public
education, and will feature presentations by historians and state
officials.

The Puerto Rico Endowment for the Humanities awarded a grant to the School
of Law of Catholic University at Ponce, Puerto Rico, to enable it to hold
several Symposia on the U.S. Constitution and its significance to Puerto
Rico. Of particular interest was a symposium held in April of 1984 on
legislative powers in the field of investigation, under both the U.S. and
the Commonwealth Constitutions.
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The Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy funded a
series of six public forums at Mary Washington College in Fredericksburg,
Virginia titled Thomas Jefferson's Statute for Religious Freedom: Historic
Document in a Vibrant Present. Conducted by the Thomas Jefferson Institute
for the Study of Religious Freedom, Inc., participating scholars
represented the disciplines of philosophy, law, history, sociology,
American studies, biology, and religion. The keynote speaker analyzed the
concept of religious freedom from the context of religious and philosophic
traditions.

Media and Exhibit Development and Use

The Alabama Humanities Foundation and the D.C. Humanities Council are both
assisting with funding for two sixty-minute documentary television programs
entitled Civil Rights lawyers. The programs are being produced by the
University of Virginia's Carter G. Woodson Institute for Afro-American and
African Studies and is designed to be aired over the Public Broadcasting
System in 1987. In footage never before seen by the public and interviews
with lawyers who had argued landmark cases, these two documentaries use eye
witnesses and first-hand materials to give insight into the civil rights
movement of the past fifty years and the judicial interpretations that have
profoundly influenced American law and life. The first hour focuses on
Charles Hamilton Houston (1895-1950) and his leadership against the
"separate but equal" doctrine from 1934 up to the arguments in the 1954
Brown case. The second hour shows the legal struggle to carry out the
reinterpretation of the Constitution from Brown up to the present as told
by the lawyers who led the efforts. Four of the five central lawyers are
associated with Howard University.

The Alabama Humanities Foundation is also funding Marshall v. Davis in the
Brown Cases, a script development project being undertaken by the
University of Montevallo, to research, develop, prepare, and complete a
television documentary script on the history of the quest for equality
under the law. The script will begin with the 1857 Dred Scott decision and
continue through Plessy v. Ferguson, to Brown v. Board of Education, on
whose oral arguments the documentary will focus.

The Arizona Humanities Council funded The Constitution in American life, a
ten-week discussion program cosponsored by the Pima Community College and
the University of Arizona in Tucson. The opening and closing sessions of
the series featured nationally prominent scholars. The other eight
sessions consisted of viewing of select videotapes from the Annenberg/CPB
telecourse "The Constitution: That Delicate Balance," followed by
presentations by prominent local scholars who focused on relevant
historical and philosophical themes and moderated audience participation.

The Connecticut Humanities Council has funded Connecticut and the
Constitution, a medium-sized traveling exhibit prepared by the Connecticut
State Library for circulation to libraries, historical societies, and
museums by the Connecticut Humanities Council Resource Center. The exhibit
and an accompanying lecture series examine Connecticut conditions and
attitudes during the confederation period, the contributions of Connecticut
delegates to the Philadelphia Convention, and the ratification struggle.
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Promises to Keep: The United States and Nevada Constitutions is a program
funded by the Nevada Humanities Committee. The University of Nevada will
secure and broadcast portions of the Annenberg/CPB series "The
Constitution: That Delicate Balance," along with special new segments on
the Nevada Constitution produced by the project. This telecourse will be
broadcast on public television throughout the state and on selected low-
power rural stations so that ninety percent of Nevada will be reached.

The Oregon Committee for the Humanities funded Liberty Under the Law, 1215
to the Present, a touring exhibition and educational program in which the
Lincoln Cathedral Magna Carta (one of the originals written in 1215) will
be displayed. The project theme will be the evolution of freedom under law
from 1215 to the present. The exhibit will be free at a downtown location,
and will include representations of other major documents and charters.
A-V programs, a guidebook, lectures, and school programs are also planned.

The Pennsylvania Humanities Council will be circulating the poster-panel
exhibit developed by Project '87 (see lising in National Programs section)
to a number of locations in the state. The project is funded by Pew
Freedom Memorial Trust.

The Utah Endowment for the Humanities, in conjunction with KUED Channel 7,
funded The Constitution: That Delicate Balance, a 60-minute videotape of a
panel of Utah citizens and scholars discussing the topics of school prayer,
gun control, and the right to assemble. The discussion was filmed to
follow the national PBS series of the same name. Representatives of the
following groups participated: high school civics teachers, the Freeman
Institute, the League of Women Voters, members of Congregation Kol Ami and
the LDS Church, the Salt Lake Ministerial Association, the Society of
Professional Journalists, Military Science faculty from the University of
Utah, and the Utah Bar Association.

Publications

The Pennsylvania Humanities Council has undertaken the production of two 16-
page supplements on the U.S. Constitution by the Philadelphia Inquirer in
May and September of 1987. Funded by the Pew Freedom Memorial Trust, the
first supplement will deal with the background, convention, document and
bill of rights; the second with developments in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries and current issues. It is expected that the
supplements will be reprinted by other Pennsylvania newspapers.

The Miracle of Virginia is a recently-published book resulting from a
project by the same name previously funded by the Virginia Foundation for
the Humanities and Public Policy. The publication contains the speech of
scholar Dumas Malone, Biographer of Jefferson, University of Virginia, and
other papers delivered at the symposium. It is currently being distributed
to the general public.
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Teacher Training and Curriculum Development

The Connecticut Humanities Council, through an application to the State
Department of Education, will itself administer six week-long Teachers'
Institutes on the U.S. Constitution in the summer of 1986. Conducted by
Constitutional historians, the intent of these short sessions is to provide
an introduction to current research on the major issues of the period and
to assist teachers in selecting useful classroom materials and texts.

Understanding the Constitution: A Program for Secondary Teachers, funded
by the Florida Endowment for the Humanities, will be offered to social
studies teachers in several counties in the state. The project will
present a systematic and rigorous body of materials designed to make
teachers more learned in the subject of American constitutionalism, the
rule of law, and the basic principles on which our system of government is
based. Originally a project of the History Teaching Alliance, the
project's goals are to improve the quality of the social studies curriculum
in the public schools, to raise teacher morale by exposing teachers to a

challenging and rigorous program in which they are treated as fellow
professionals, and to open permanent lines of exchange between public
school and university teachers. Participants read actual cases, journal
articles and books examining crucial constitutional question:, and hear
presentations from guests including federal and local judges, and a
congressman.

The Bicentennials of '87 and Citizenship Education in Indiana is a project
funded by the Indiana Committee for the Humanities. Conducted by Indiana
University, the project consists of a symposium and a series of seven
roundtable forums. The symposium took place in April 1985 in Muncie. Key
humanists were involved as major speakers, reactors to the major speakers,
and discussion leaders. Participants in the symposium were secondary
school teachers of history, civics, and government and selected
representatives of civic groups in Indiana. Following the symposium, seven
roundtable forums will be held in different regions of Indiana. These
meetings will provide teachers, community leaders, and humanists with
opportunities to exchange ideas about the Constitution, the Northwest
Ordinance, and citizenship education in the curricula of Indiana schools.
The main question of the meetings will be: "What principles, values, and
issues of our constitutional heritage should be emphasized in the education
of citizens?"

The Kentucky Humanities Council funded a series of seven U.S. Constitution
Seminars for Teachers. Each of the 3-day seminars will be led by a
humanities scholar who will provide historical background on the
Constitution and work with the teachers to develop ideas for curriculum
materials. The seminars, organized by the Kentucky Department of
Education, will also include a keynote address (open to the public) by a
judge or attorney and working sessions with attorneys and law professors.
Participating teachers will be encouraged to serve as community resource
persons and to conduct in-service workshops. Materials developed in the
seminars will be widely distributed to insure that the project will have
state-wide impact.
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The Making of the Constitution of the United States, a project funded bythe Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities, is a four-week summer institutefor high school teachers sponsored by Yulane University. Its emphasis willbe a detailed study of James Madisun's minutes of the Federal Conventionwith consideration of the polemic literature, pro and con, that arose fromthe ratification debate.

Maryland and the Making of the U.S. Constitution, a project sponsored bySouth River High School, was funded by the Maryland
Humanities Council.This two-day seminar and field trip involved 80 students in readings, alecture, and a seminar discussion, followed by a field trip to the NationalArchives. Students had received

preparatory materials in advance of thistrip and were "debriefed" following the program.

The Bill of Rights in Nebraska is a project supporting
the development ofnew law-related Bill of Rights curricula for four grade levels: primary,intermediate, junior, and senior high school. Funded by the NebraskaCommittee for the Humanities, six regional conferences brought togethercommunity leaders, lawyers, and teachers who were acquainted with thecurriculum units and how they relate to the Constitution Bicentennial. Inthe summer of 1985,

teacher-training workshops were held at five sites;training for additional
teachers is planned for the next several years.Under the new curricula, junior and senior high programs consider issuessuch as freedom of expression, fair trial, and free press, and studentsparticipate in mock courts and debates.

Younger students will focus on theconcepts of power, justice, property, and equality and use dramatization torender these abstract concepts more understandable.

New Jersey and the Constitution is a 4-week summer seminar for high schoolteachers funded by the New Jersey Committee for the Humanities that willconcentrate on substance
rather than teachirig methods. Each week willhighlight the contribution of one of the four men from New Jersey who havebeen Justices of the Supreme Court. The intention is to use these justicesin order to illustrate the development of the United States Constitutionand of American

political thought. Each week will, consequently, have twoaspects: (1) a discussion of the political
context--the ideas, issues andconflicts that shaped

American political life and thought during theJustice's career, and (2) an examination of the individual Justice'sdoctrines and opinions, especially as demonstrated in his most importantwritings and opinions.
This section of the week will include a criticaland close analysis of at least one major opinion and will include a guestlecturer to discuss the impact of the Justice's teaching on Americanjurisprudence.

The Pennsylvania Humanities Council, with funding from the Pew FreedomMemorial Trust, will circulate 10,000 copies of Poster Drawings ofprincipal members of the Constitutional
Convention by the noted Americanartist, Leonard Baskin, to Pennsylvania
schools. The packet will includedrawings, captions, and curricular materials.

The Utah Endowment for the Humanities funded Teaching the U.S.Constitution, a one-day workshop for teachers from both elementary andsecondary schools. Its purposes were to bring the most recent scholarship
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concerning the Constitution to the attention of the teachers and to help

them to improve their teaching skills concerning the document.

Teaching About the U.S. Constitution in Secondary Schools, also funded by
the Utah Endowment for the Humanities, was a two-day conference designed to
bring together scholars, master teachers, and Utah second 'y education
teachers to discuss ways of more effectively teaching about the U.S.
Constitution in Utah schools. The conference was designed to follow up on
a three-day seminar on constitutional history held at Brigham Young
University and sponsored by the National Endowmen'. for the Humanities.
Natiorally known scholars focused on materials, ideas, strategies, and
activities teachers can use in the classroom to promote student efforts to
understand the Constitution.

Multi-faceted Projects

The Kansas Committee for the Humanities has funded a project co-sponsored
by the High Plains Humanities Council and KANZ Radio titled Bicentennial of
the Constitution. The program includes radio programs, a newspaper series,
town meetings, and regional forums. Scholars in classics/religion,
history, and jurisprudence will probe the religious and classical roots of_
the Constitution, its impact on other societies, contemporary issues and
the possibility of a new Constitutional Convention, and strains placed on
the Bill of Rights.

Nebraska Project '87, funded by the Nebraska Committee for the Humanities,
will involve the members and communities of twenty-five home extension
clubs or councils throughout the state in an intensive study of
constitutional issues through a series of exhibits, lectures, and
study/discussion groups. The poster-panel exhibits developed by the
national Project '87 will be placed in public buildings in the communities
for viewing during the three-yearBicentennial celebration. In fifteen

communities, Nebraska scholars of history, political science, government,
jurisprudence, literature, and philosophy will give presentations and lead
discussions on Constitutional themes ranging from the historical background
of the document to the concept of federalism. In ten other communities,
extension club members and their guests will use a book of readings on
topics ranging from the philosophic origins of the Constitution to its
adaptation to twentieth century society to explore constitutional issues in
depth with the assistance of a qualified scholar.

New England and the Constitution is a three-format, joint project of the
six New England state humanities councils organized under the umbrella of
the New England Humanities Committee examining the adoption and

ratification of the Constitution from a New England perspective. Program
formats include a seven-program book discussion series in libraries,
performance/discussions of a play high-lighting major issues of the
constitutional period commissioned by the New England Humanities Committee
under a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, and a series
of performances/discussions of eighteenth century New England music which
examine the use of song as a political vehicle.
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The Nebraska Committee for the Humanities has also funded The Celebration
of the Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution, a two-phase program involving
a major conference on the past, present, and future status of the
Constitution and follow-up study/discussion groups in local communities.
Opinion leaders from communities throughout Nebraska will attend the
conference which will feature addresses by constitutional experts. A study
guide based upon the major constitutional themes addressed at the
conference and including the texts of the papers and supplementary
bibliography will be prepared for use by local study/discussion groups.
Included in the conference and discussion guide themes are: The Changing
American Value System -- What is Still Vital in the Thought of the Founding
Fathers; Federalism -- Its Purpose, Current Status, and Future Prospects;
The Balancing of Powers -- Executive, Legislative, Judicial Roles in a
Changing World; The First Amendment -- Evolving Conceptions of Freedom of
Speech and Press; Civil Rights -- Equality of Opportunity or Equality of
Results?; To "Insure Domestic Tranquility" -- Reconciling Law and Order.

After the Revolution: New Hampshire and the New Nation is funded by the
New Hampshire Council for the Humanities. The project's research phase
began with a one-day symposium in which scholars discussed their sources
and methods; site historians then worked with local historical societies,
teachers, and interested public to examine the politics, daily life and
culture of six New Hampshire towns during the constitutional era. Informal
reports and a final formal presentation of these six community/regional
studies were prepared by project historians. This research will then be
used in the public phase of the project, which consists of three major
components: (1) an exhibition using documentary and visual materias on
New Hampshire in the constitutional era, with an accompanying brochure, (2)
a dramatisation which explores the diverse experiences and views brought to
the ratification process by the people of New Hampshire, and (3) a speakers
bureau involving site historians and consultants who will be available to
give lectures to elaborate on the themes presented by the exhibition and
dramatization.

With the assistance of funding from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Ohio Humanities Council, in cooperation with the Ohio
Historical Society, conducted research, designed and produced a twelve-
panel exhibit on the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. A public forum with
participation by Council members and humanities scholars was held at the
Ohio Historical Center at the opening of the exhibit in December 1985. The
exhibit was displayed at the Ohio Historical Center for one month and
subsequently at ten sites throughout the state for approximately one month
at each site. Mini-grants have been awarded to host organizations where
the exhibit will be displayed to assist them in holding a public humanities
program in conjunction with the exhibit. Humanities scholars will make
presentations at these programs on topics related to the Northwest
Ordinance and engage in dialogue with the audience. Special attention has
been given to developing programs with extensive audience participation.
An extensive disussion guide was also developed to accompany the exhiLot.
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The Statute for Religious Freedom is a project undertaken by the Virginia
Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy, with funds frcm the
National Endowment for the Humanities. The project includes a major
scholarly symposium, a publication, and a range of public programs
throughout the state on the role of Virginia in shaping America's attitudes
toward church and state and on current issues of religious freedom. The

governor of the state designated the project as the official Virginia
commemoration of the Statute. A scholarly conference coordinated by
Merrill Peterson, Dean of Arts and Sciences, University of Virginia, will
be held on September 19-21, 1986. In December, a special ,:cmmemoration

ceremony will be led by Goverrur Robb at the Capitol in Richmond and on
January 16, 1986, a conference will be held in Fredericksburg, adoption
site of the statute. In addition to these events, the Virginia Foundation
for the Humanities' Resource Center has organized a speakers bureau on
issues of religious freedom.

Today's Constitution and Ying is cosponsored by a number of groups in
Washington State, including the Washington Commission for the Humanities,'
the YMCA, the State Bar Association, area law schools and judicial
associations. It is a five-yea c, statewide public education project, the
goal of which is to edndte the citizens of Washington on the content and
meaning of the United States Constitution. The project involves a
comprehensive set of humanities programs organized for school and community
audiences. Four themes identified by the project as central to an
understanding of the historical development and present status of the
Constitution include the tradition of written constitutions, checks and

balances, the balance between state and federal authority, and individual
rights. The Washington Commission for the Humanities is currently funding

four elements of this project: (1) the development of a collection of
constitutional readings and a bibliography by project scholars; (2)
distribution of this collection to libraries and persons involved in the
Constitutional Bicentennial; (3) employment of the collection in the
context of reading groups on the Constitution led by scholars; and (4) work
with scholars and libraries to strengthen the content and display of
materials relating ';(:) the Constitution.
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Introduction

As the bicentennial year approaches, many programs, projects and plans are
being developed around the country to commemorate the beginnings of the
third century of the U.S. Constitution. The number of such activities is
so great that a list of all such programs is far beyond the scope of this
guide. The items in this section were chosen because of their particular
usefulness in planning public humanities programs and because their scope
is national. For example, research projects and publications designed
explicitly for the scholarly commlnity are not included here, and neither
are programs which while major in scale, are basically local or regional in
scope.

For further information on projects not listed here, contact Project '87,
the National Endowment for the Humanities, the United States Constitutional
Bicentennial, the Federal Bicentennial Commission, or the Congressional
Research Service (see individual listings below for addresses and telephone
numbers). Each of these agencies maintains extensive listings on
Bicentennial events; much of the information in this section was compiled
from materials prepared by these agencies.

American Bar Association
Robert S. Peck
ABA Commission on Public Understanding

About the Law
750 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312-988-5728

The American Bar Association, through its Commission on Public
Understanding About the Law and in conjunction with KQED-TV San Francisco,
has undertaken a multi-faceted project entitled "We The People" designed to
recount the story of the Constitution and its role in contemporary American
life. Additional organizations sponsoring the project include the American
Library Association, the American Newspaper Publishers Association
Foundation, the American Society of Newspaper Editors, the National
Association of Bar Executives, the National Association of Broadcasters,
the American Association of Adult and Continuing Education, the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges, the National Community
Education Association, the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi, and the Office of Smithsonian Symposia and Seminars, Smithsonian
Institution. Many other organizations are co-sponsoring portions of the
project, and funding is provided, in part, by the National Endowment for
the Humanities.

Project components include:

1) A series of eight hour-long television programs to be broadcast over
the PBS network. All project components will revolve around the topics
selected for these television programs: (a) Why a Constitution?; (b)
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Governing a Nation; (c) Judicial Power; (d) Expression and the Political
Process; (e) Self-expression and Freedom of Conscience; (f) Equality Under
the Constitution; (g) Rights of the Accused; (h) Autonomy and Economic
Freedom.

2) Thirteen half-hour weekly radio programs will be broadcast on National
Public Radio, along with 50 five-minute segments. Discussion and resource
guides will enable teachers to use them in elementary, secondary, and
college classes.

3) A series of community-based forums to be held throughout the United
States to allow the public to particiTite in discussions of issues related
to the constitution. Each participating locality will be able to choose
from four basic forum models, designed to ensure that local needs,
resources and abilities are best utilized. A discussion leaders' guide
will outline the following models:

a. A mock legislative hearing--a mock town council meeting where four
resolutions with First Amendment dimensions are introduced, council
members hear testimony from "witnesses," the audience gives their views,

and a legal counsel to the town council reviews the state law.

b. A town hall meeting--a moderator and expert guests present
constitutional questions in a human context, outlining pertinent
historic and social influences, then the audience questions and responds
and a socratic dialogue ensues.

c. A mock trial--the audience witnesses issues presented in a

"courtroOTIT517designed to raise all relevant questions and present
intensive advocacy from both sides of the issues; the audience acts as
jurors.

d. A de- .e--followed by audience questions and discussion.

4) A series of eight newspaper special sections for placement in Sunday
newspaper editions, designed to coincide with the eight television
boradcasts during 1987, distributed by the American Newspaper Publishers
Association Foundation to all newspapers in the United States.

5) A series of publications to assist forum organizers, educators and
others in making full use of the materials developed for the project, and a
mass-market publication as a companion to the television series.

6) A series of training workshops and conferences for youth education, to
prepare upper elementary and secondary school teachers for the
constitutional bicentennial through the use of project materials.

7) A symposium entitled "Our Constitutional Roots" will be held at the
Smithsonian Institution in May 1987. Segments will be tailored for
secondary school students, as well as advanced scholars and the serious,
wider lay public. The symposium will be preserved in two publications.
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In the fall of 1984, the American Bar Association also cosponsored a
special issue of National Forum, the Phi Kappa Phi journal. The issue,
entitled "Toward the Bicentennial of the Constitution," was guest edited by
Mark W. Cannon, who is now the staff director of the Federal Bicentennial
Commission. The journal contains seventeen articles by prominent scholars
and public leaders on the historical background and consequences of the
Constitution, the institutional roles of the three branches of government,
and the importance of constitutional issues to contemporary American
politics and society. Authors include Warren Burger on the origins of
judicial review, Gordon Wood on the intellectual origins of the
Constitution, Richard Morris on the drafting and ratifying process, Walter
Berns on the notion of a "living Constitution," and Ronald Reagan on roles
and responsibilities of the Presidency. Individual copies are available at
no charge from Stacy Smith, Presidential Classroom for Young Americans, 441
North Lee Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314.

American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research
Art Kaufman, Assistant Director of

Constitutional Studies
1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-892-5800

The American Enterprise Institute's project "A Decade of Study of the
Constitution" includes many components. Annual conferences on fundamental
constitutional questions have been held since the project began in 1978, a
total of three international conferences on different aspects of
constitutionalism will be held, ten volumes of essays for use in
undergraduate and graduate study are being published, and a series of
television forums on current controversies stemming from constitutional
issues are being produced.

The public policy television forums, partially funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities, consist of d panel discussion followed by
questions and answers from the invited audience. Topics produced thus far
have included:

* A Constitutional Convention: How Well Would
* Choosing Presidential Candidates: How Good
* How Long Should They Serve? Limiting Terms

and Congress

* President vs. Congress: Does the Separation
Work?

* Whom Do Judges Represent?
* War Powers and the Constitution
* Religion and the Constitution

* Forming a Government under the Constitution
* Affirmative Action and the Constitution
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Panelists for these programs were chosen for their expert knowledge and to
represent major opposing positions. Video and audio tapes of these forums
are available at no charge to commercial and noncommercial television,
cable, and radio stations nationwide.

American Radio Service
Marc Lipsitz
Project Director
American Studies Center
426 C Street, N.E.
Washington, DC 20003
202-547-9409

The American Radio Service is a Washington-based news and public affairs
radio service that has received scripting funds from the National Endowment
for the Humanities to develop eighty-eight three-minute radio programs.
These radio spots will be broadcast daily o"er commercial radio during the
bicentennial anniversary of the Constitutional convention, May 25 through
September 17, 1987. Envisioned is a historically accurate and entertaining
dramatization of the Convention proceedings presented in reports from "a
news correspondent on the convention floor," and supplemented with
comentary and analysis of the historical, legal, political, and social
issues at work in the shaping of the Constitution.

Annenberg/CPB Project
Lynn Smith, Coordinator
Public Programs
1111 Sixteenth Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202-955-5267

In 1984, the Annenterg/CPB Project funded "The Constitution: That Delicate
Balance," a series of thirteen one-hour programs produced by the Media and
Society Seminars of Cclumbia University in association with WNET/New York
and WTTW/Chicago. The series examines the Constitution by bringing
together over 200 representatives of government, law, journalism,
education, and medicine in a series of seminars. These panelists respond
to hypothetical dilemmas which reflect current issues; behind each
hypothetical case is a specific constitutional clause and the question of
its real meaning. Program topics include:

* The President Versus Congress: Executive Privilege and
Delegation of Power

* The President Versus Congress: War Powers and Covert Action
* Nomination, Election, and Succession of the President
* Criminal Justice and a Defendant's Right to a Fair Trial
* Crime and Insanity
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* Crime and Punishments
* Campaign Spending: Money and Media
* National Security and Freedom of the Press
* School Prayer, Gun Control,and the Right to Assemble
* The Sovereign Self: Right to Live, Right to Die
* Immigration Reform

* Affirmative Action versus Reverse Discrimination
* Federalism: The National Government versus the States

The program was first broadcast nationally on PBS stations in 1984.
Discussion guides are available and copies of the series are available for
purchase; several anthologies are also being published to accompany the
series.

Claremont Institute for the Study of Statesmanship
and Political Philosophy

Ken Masugi, Director
Bicentennial Project
Claremont Institute
480 N. Indian Hill Boulevard
Claremont, California 91711
714-621-6825

The Claremont Institute's project Novus Ordo Seclorum ("A New Order of the
Ages") is a National Endowment for the Humanities-supported program of
conferences, publications, media programs, exhibits and lectures devoted to
examining and elucidating the fundamental principles of American
constitutionalism. The project emphases areon seminal scholarship and
public education.

Conferences held thus far have included: "Democracy in America: Alexis de
Tocqueville Observes the New Order," and "The Old Order Ends: The New
American Emerges," which involved a disucssion of the Founders' views of
the relationship between moral character and political life. Also underway
is a lecture series that so far has included Merrill Peterson of the
University of Virginia on the topic "Thomas Jefferson and Constitutional
Change" and Edward C. Banfield, Markham Professor of Government at Harvard
University, addressing "Alexis de Tocqueville: The Picture Without the
Frame." An additional conference on the topic "What Constitution Have I?
Freemen and Immigrants Under the New Order" is being planned for February
of 1987.

The Claremont Institute is publishing an annual series of bicentennial
essays and books based on original scholarship presented at the project's
annual conferences. Claremont also publishes a citizens' handbook
containing the Constitution, Declaration of Independence, and the
reflections of various American statesmen and notables.
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Committee on the Constitutional System
Peter Schauffler

1755 Massachusetts Avenue N.W.
Suite 410

Washington, DC 20036
202-387-8787

The Committee on the Constitutional System began in mid-1982 to examine the
Constitutional system's ability to operate in today's complex world. The
nonpartisan group is co-chaired by Senator Nancy Landon Kassebaum of
Kansas, C. Douglas Dillon, Undersecretary of State for President Eisenhower

and Secretary of the Treasury under President Kennedy, and Lloyd N. Cutler,
Counsel to the President during the Carter Admnistration. James MacGregor
Burns, Woodrow Wilson professor of political science at Williams College,
is the founding member of the committee.

The committee is evaluating suggestions on possible changes in political
party rules, congressional organization, and the distribution of executive
and legislative power under the Constitution. Possible changes that might
require legislation or constitutional amendment are being analyzed by James
Sundquist, senior fellow, The Brookings Institution. Plans for a
comprehensive workbook bringing together the basic papers on the subject,
ranging from the original constitutional debates ano The Federalist papers
to the views of current scholars and experiences of other countries, is
currently underway.

The committee also plans a series of regional and national meetings to
discuss and refine its conclusions. By the fall of 1987 the Committee
envisions a final national meeting to agree on formal conclusions and
possible recommendations for amendments to the U.S. Constitution which it
may then submit to Congress.

Congressional Research Service
Roger H. Davidson, Senior Specialist
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540
202-287-5700

The Congressional Research Service (CRS) of the Library of Congress has
established an Interdivisional Team on the Bicentennials of the
Constitution and of the Congress. The team includes specialists in the
fields of American Public Law, Social Welfare, American National Government
and Public Administration. Objectives of the team are: (1) to gather and
exchange information on bicentennial plans as they emerge; and (2) to
coordinate internal research in support of congressional bicentennial
programs. A packet of ackground information and a bibliography is readily
available to members of Congress. CRS reports on "Selected Bicentennial
Celebrations Commemorating the 200th Anniveraries of the U.S. Constitution
and of the U.S. Congress" are also published periodically.

The Congressional Research Service is not able to answer either mail or
phone inquiries from the general public about its research topics; all
requests for its services must come from Congressigyl offices.
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Convention II, Inc.
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 44086

Washington, DC 20026
202-544-1789

The eleven-year-old Convention II organization includes more than 100members of Congress on its Founders Committee,
and operates three majorprograms to educate young people about the Constitution and Americangovernment.

1%, first of these programs is an annual model constitutional convention inwhich high school students serve as Delegates to Convention II, proposingand debating constitutional amendments in chambers of the U.S. Senate andHouse of Representatives.

In conjunction with the Senate Judiciary
Committee's Subcommittee on theConstitution, Convention II sponsors an essay contest for high schoolstudents.

An intern program brings high school and college students to Washingtonduring the summer to assist in fundraising, and contribute to the planningand development of Convention II programs.

Federal Commission on the Bicentennial of the U.S. ConstitutionMark Cannon, Staff Director
734 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington, DC 20503
202-872-1787

On September 29, 1983, President Reagan signed legislation establishing aCommission on the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution with amandate "to promote and coodinate activities" for the Constitution'scommemoration. The President designated Chief Justice Warren E. Burger asChairman of the Commission, and twenty members of the Commission were swornin by Vice President Bush on July 30, 1985.

The commission issued its first report on September 17, 1985, whichoutlines its organization and a three-phase framework for thecommemoration. 1987 will commemorate the drafting of the document, leadingup to a special celebration on September 17, 1987, the anniversary of theConstitution's adoption by the Convention. 1988 will focus on theratification contest, and 1989 on the establishment of the new government.

The commission is urging the appointment of a Constitution CommemorationCommission in every state. (See the state resources section of this guidefor those currently
established.) Private organizations are beingencouraged to plan bicentennial commemorations.
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The report included a provisional list of activities the commission expects
to undertake, including the establishment of a toll-free number for
information about bicentennial programs; a calendar showing a schedule of
bicentennial events; a speakers' bureau; contest activities (i.e. play-
writing, essay, debate, newspaper articles, fine arts) for school groups;
and planting of Constitution trees. The commission is also investigating a
number of projects in the media and in the arts.

History Teaching Alliance
Deborah Welch, Project Director
American Historical Association
400 A Street, S.E.

Washington, DC 20003
202-544-2422

The History Teaching Alliance is a joint enterprise of the American

Historical Association, the National Council for the Social Studies, and
the Organization of American Historians. Its goals are two-fold. First,
the Alliance seeks to encourage better history instruction in secondary
schools by bringing faculty and teachers into a sustained dialogue.
Second, the seminars are intended to cement ties of mutual respect and
understanding between history faculties and high school history teachers.
The seminar model begins with a two-week summer session, and subsequent
meetings are held at three-week intervals throughout the academic year. The
core materials for the 1986 and 1987 seminars are Lessons on the
Constitution produced under the auspices of Project '87 (see listing in
this section). Applications for the establishment of collaboratives from
school districts and university and college history departments are
encouraged.

Independence National Historical Park
Hobart G. Cawood, Superintendent
United States Department of the Interior
311-313 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
215-597-6106

Plans for the commemoration of the Constitution Bicentennial at this site
of the Constitutional Convention are many and varied. Hobart G. Cawood,
Park Superintendent, is also the Chairman of "We the People 200," a

committee appointed by W. Wilson Goode, the Mayor of Philadelphia, and
charged with coordinating events in and emanating from Philadelphia during
the Bicentennial year. A large number of events, festivities, and
ceremonies are planned, including a Grand Federal Procession and Closing
Ceremonies on Constitution Day, September 17, 1987.
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Other plans include "Miracle at Philadelphia," a major exhibit featuring
documents of the constitutional era. It will be displayed in the Second
Bank of the United States, one of the Park's principal buildings. The
exhibit is cosponsored by the American Philosophical Society, the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, the Library Company of Philadelphia,
and is being coordinated by the Friends of Independence National Historical
Park.

"The Great Fabric of America" is an exhibit that will feature interactive
computers to challenge visitors to find out how much they know or do not
know about the Constitution. The exhibit will be located in the Park's
Visitor Center and will address the nineteenth- and twentieth-century
evolution of the Constitution and constitutional law.

A "Bicentennial Daybook" will summarize Constitution-related activities
during each day of the year 1787. Associated Press has agreed to
distribute this information daily in 1987 through its wire services.

Other research projects include a comprehensive computerized bibliography
of works about the Constitutional Convention and its participants and a
National Historical Landmark Theme Study to identify sites associated with
Federal Court decisions that were significant in defining and interpreting
the Constitution.

A number of other projects are planned, including an interpretive musical
drama, "Five Little Pages," that is being developed for performance
nationwide; the development of commemorative posters by noted artists;
printing of the "Framing of the Federation Constitution," a popular Park
Service Handbook; and the distribution of copies of the Constitution in
booklet form to Park visitors in 1987.

The Jefferson Foundation

Dick Merriman, Executive Director
1529 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202-234-3688

The Jefferson Foundation, a nonprofit, nonadvocacy organization, has
developed a program called "The Jefferson Meeting on the Constitution"
designed to increase citizens' understanding of the Constitution by
involving them in discussions of issues related to constitutional change.
Jefferson Meetings foster discussion, first in issue committees and then in
a general session, of (1) Article V and constitutional amendment by
convention; (2) the single, six-year, presidential term; (3) the item and
legislative vetoes; (4) establishing terms of office for the federal
judiciary and altering the manner by which federal judges are selected; (5)
lengthening terms of office of Representatives; and (6) direct election of
the President.
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Discussion guides are available on each of the issues listed, which provide
a balanced "pro and con" treatment of a proposed constitutional change, and
relates the proposed change to the intentions of the founders and the
challenges of contemporary government. These guides are available at low
cost to individuals and groups. Two additional publications, "The
Jefferson Meeting on the Constitution: The Constitution in the Classroom, A
Guide for Teachers," and "The Jefferson Meeting on the Constitution: The
Constitution in the Community, A Guide for Communities," designed to be
used in conjunction with the discussion guides on constitutional issues,
will allow schools and communities across the country to organize and
execute their own Jefferson Meetings of the Constitution.

National Archives
Timothy Walch

Constitution Bicentennial Liaison
Washington, DC 20408
202-523-3216

More than two dozen programs, projects, and special events are being
planned by the National Archives, the repository of the original copy of
the Constitution. These events include public readings of the Constitution
and an eighty-seven-hour vigil to honor the Constitution which will end
with a naturalization ceremony.

An exhibit entitled "The Formation of the Constitution," a collection of
historical documents relating to the U.S. Constitution, will be housed in
the Rotunda of the National Archives Building. A second major exhibit on
constitutional issues will open in the circular gallery that surrounds the
Rotunda. Other exhibits planned include: special bicentennial exhibits in
the National Archives Centers around the country and a facsimile of the
"Formation of the Constitution" exhibit for sale to the public.

The National Archives is also sponsoring several conferences and symposia
on selected constitutional issues and is producing a number of
publications, including a facsimile reprint of the Constitution and a
teaching documentary unit for use by secondary schools.

National Center for Constitutional Studies
P.O. Box 37110

Washington, DC 20013
202-371-0008

The National Center for Constitutional Studies is a private, nonprofit
educational foundation created to provide text materials and specialized
courses in constitutional studies for schools, public officials and others.
The center seeks to promote a renewed appreciation for the constitutional
system and fundamental principals of liberty. To do so, the Center has
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polished a constitutional textbook, The Making of America and also offers
a monthly magazine called The Constitution. Its bicentennial program
includes a series of booklets with suggestions for celebrating the
bicentennial, legislative and leadership conferences, production of audio
and video tapes for broadcast and use in schools, publication of a set of
biographies about key figures in America's past, patriotic games, coloring
books and story books, a speakers' bureau, and an educational game for
teaching about the Constitution.

National Endowment for the Humanities
Joseph Phalen, Senior Program Officer
Office of the Bicentennial of the

U.S. Constitution
Room 504
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

202-786-0332

The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) is actively involved in the
nation's commemoration of the Bicentennial of the Constitution. Many of
the programs listed in this guide are at least partially funded by the NEH.
This anniversary is felt to provide a singular occasion for encouraging
renewed scholarly interest in, and public reflection about, the principles
and foundations of constitutional government. Consequently, the NEH has
initiated a number of new categories within each of its regular grant-
making divisions to promote the study and public appreciation of the
history and principles of the Constitution.

Topics of special interest to the NEH include the following, though
proposals from all fields of the humanities are welcome: (1) history of
the founding period, (2) constitutional principles; (3) the United States
Constitution and the world; (4) individual rights; (5) the character of
democracy; (6) American federalism; (7) political institutions; and (8)
constitutional interpretation.

Following is a brief description of the types of projects being considered
by each of the Endowment's divisions. Questions about the appropriate
division to which a particular application should be submitted and
deadlines for submitting applications can be directed to the above address.

Division of Fellowships and Seminars. Offering a special competition
for a number of Constitutional Fellowships, which provide stipends for full-
time study and research.

Division of Research Programs. Provides support for long-term and
collaborative projects in the humanities, major research conferences,
preparation of reference works and editions, organization of research
materials and assi,tance with publication expenses.
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Division of Education Programs. Supports a wide variety of humanities
education projects at all levels of instruction, public and private. The
division is particularly seeking proposals from scholars for conducting
institutes for secondary school teachers on teaching the history and
principles of the Constitution and the nature of constitutional government.

Division of General Programs. Seeks to transmit significant work in
humanities disciplines to wide audiences, and to deepen the public's
understanding of the humanities through radio and television programming,
interpretive exhibitions, lectures, conferences, and publications. For the
bicentennial the division encourages major efforts to educate the general
public on all facets of the history, principles, and nature of the American
constitutional experience.

Office of Preservation. Supports projects that address the physical
deterioration of humanities resources, i.e. books, journals, newspapers,
manuscripts, documents, maps, drawings, plans, photographs, film, and
tapes. Though only a small fraction of these materials that are at risk
can be saved, those related to the Constitution would be of a high
priority.

Office of Challenge Grants. Welcomes applications from institutions and
organizations devoted to the study of the humanities aspects of
constitutionalism. The division offers challenge grants to such
institutions to increase their financial stability, encourage long-range
planning, and promote a dive-se and continuing base of support.

Division of State Programs. State humanities councils in the fifty
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands award
grants to institutions and organizations within each state according to

guidelines and application deadlines determined by each council. Most
grants are made for the purpose of promoting public understanding and
appreciation of the humanities. Addresses of state humanities councils are
provided in the state resources section of this guide.

Rational Radio Theatre
Yuri Rasovsky, Producer
600 North McClurg Court
Suite 502-a
Chicago, Illinois 60611
312-751-1625

The National Radio Theatre, with the assistance of a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities, is producing "Dateline 1787," a
series of thirteen 3D-minute radio programs on the Constitutional
Convention of 1787. The series is based on the premise that a five-person
news crew from the twentieth-century travels to eighteenth-century
Philadelphia and sets up a broadcast booth in Independence Hall to cover
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the Convention. Each program of the series, to be broadcast in 1987, will
cover the Convention events and issues of the preceeding week, and will use
devices such as "interviews" with key delegates, reproduction of floor
debate, discussion between commentators, and others. The series will be
offered free to all public radio stations and will be available on cassette
to schools and libraries.

National Society of Daughters of the American Revolution
Mrs. Walter Hughey King, President General
1776 D Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

202-628-1776

Every year more than three thousand DAR chapters plan activities for and
promote Constitution week, September 17-23. Among these activities,
chapters disseminate patriotic literature, spot announcements for radio,
television, schools and newspapers, commemorative medals and pins, posters,
and displays. Local observances have included essay, poster, and poetry
contests; mural painting; and computer quiz disks. The DAR also
distributes a manual for citizenship to those wishing to become American
citizens.

National Society of Sons of the American Revolution
Stewart B. McCarty, Chairman

U.S. Constitutional Bicentennial Committee
3222 Prince William Drive
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
703-591-2060

The Nat'onal Society of Sons of the American Revolution is encouraging its
members to take an acti-1 role in the national commemoration of the
Bicentennial of the Constitution at the grass roots level. The focus of
the SAR's efforts for several years to come iz "Celebrate Your Heritage,"
and SAR members are being urged to work with their communities and use
national resources to contribute to public awareness of the Bicentennial.
The National Society is documenting SAR Bicentennial activities throughout
the country.

New Images Productions, Inc.

Avon Kirklaii, Project Director
919 Euclid Avenue
Berkeley, California 94708
415-526-7852

New Images Productions, Inc., a nonprofit media production organization,
received funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities for script
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development of a four-hour television miniseries of docu-dramas based on
Simple Justice, Richard Kluger's history of the landmark U.S. Supreme Court
decision in Brown v. Board of Education Topeka, 1954. The series will
focus on three of the five cases which comprised Brown -- their origin, how
they worked their way up to the Supreme Court, and process within the
Court by which the cases were decided. It is intended that the series will
be broadcast nationally on PBS.

New York Public Library
Richard B. Bernstein

U.S. Constitution Exhibition
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, New York 10018
212-930-0679

The New York Public Library is planning a major exhibition on the origins
of the Constitution. Partially funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the exhibit is tentatively entitled "Are We To Be a Nation?:
The Making of the Federal Constitution." It will trace the history of
constitution-making and efforts to form an American nation from the Albany
Plan of Union of 1754 through Virginia's 'atification of the Bill of
Rights. Principal sources for the Libre.y's exhibition will be its own
extensive collections, supplemented by major loans from other national
institutions. The Library is also exploring the possibility of developing
a traveling version of the exhibit.

The Library is also developing a series of public programs associated with
the exhibition that will explore the enduring issues of American

constitutionalism, to take place at the Central Research Library.
Associated public programs will take place at several of the branch
libraries, which will also receive poster versions of the exhibiton and
related materials.

Project '87

Sheilah Mann, Project Director

1527 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
202-483-2512

Project '87 is a joint undertaking of the American Historical Association
and the American Political Science Association. It was created to enhance
understanding and discussion of the Constitution on the occasion of its
Bicentennial. Core support for Project '87 comes from the William and
Flora Hewlett Fc ation. Additional grants for specific programs have
been provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Andrew W.
',teflon Foundation, the Lilly Endowment, Inc., of Indianapolis, Indiana, the
Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the Exxon Education
Foundation, and the AT&T Foundation.
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Project '87 has four basic functions:

* to serve as a source of substantive nonpartisan historical narrative
and analysis;

* to create and manage programs to support its purpose;

* to create and promulgate materials for use in the Bicentennial
programs of others, including corporations, associations and schools;

* to provide a clearinghouse for information concerning programs being
developed and implemented around the country.

The implementation of Project '87 has been divided into three distinct but
interrelated stages. Stage I, devoted to research and scholarly exchanges
on the Constitution, has been underway for the past several years. The
Project has awarded a number of research grants and fellowships and
supported major scholarly conferences. Activities in connection with Stage
II--teaching the Constitution in schools and colleges--began in 1980, and
Stage III, the development of programs for the public designed to heighten
awareness of the Constitution and to provoke informed discussion on
constitutional themes, is now underway. A sampling of current Project '87
activities include:

1) Publication of this Constitution: A Bicentennial Chronicle. As stated
in the first issue of this quarterly magazine, it is designed "to forge a
link between scholars of the Constitution and the people who will be
planning programs for the public and for the schools in observance of this
historical occasion." First published in 1983, each issue contains essays
by scholars and public figures on constitutional issues, annotated original
documents, and a gazette recording information about bicentennial grants,
activities, events, publications, and media programs. The Fall 1984 issue
(Number 4) contains a state-by-state listing of scholars interested in
participating in local Bicentennial events. Subsequent issues have
included supplements to this list. Other issues have included
bibliographies, a chronology of bicentennial events, samples from Lessons
on the Constitution (see below), and many other materials and information
useful to program planners. Subscriptions to this Constitution are
available at no charge to institutions planning bicentennial programs.
Costs to other organizations or individuals are minimal.

2) A major resource for high school teachers and students, Lesso s on the
Constitution: SupEslements to High School Courses in AmericaiiFliiIory,
Government and Civics, was published in 1985. This collection features
sixty lessons designed to fit into existing curricula and to complement
standard high school textbooks. Lesson plans for teachers accompany each
of the lessons, which are organized into chapters on the origins and
principles of the Constitution, the principles of constitutional

government, specific constitutional issues, and landmark Supreme Court
cases. The collection also includes an introductory chapter, a list of
am( idments to the Constitution proposed by Congress but not adopted, and
selected essays from The Federalist. The lessons were written for Project

'87 by curriculum specialists John J. Patrick and Richr-d C. Remy, and can
be ordered from the Social Science Education Consortium, 855 Broadway,
Boulder, Colorado 80302.
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3) The Blessings of Liberty, a poster series for the public, will be
available in 1986. The twelve posters will highlight the Constitutional
Convention and the history of ratification of the document. They will be
accompanied by a users' guide that will include materials for teachers.
The exhibit will be distributed to libraries, schools, small museums, and
other community institutions.

4) Two television-assisted instructional series are being developed in
collaboration with organizations experienced in this field. Wiih Project
'87, the Agency for Instructional Technology is creating in-school
television programming on the Constitution for seventh, eighth, and ninth
graders. Project '87 is also collaborating with the International
University Consortium and the Maryland Center for Public Broadcasting to
produce a television-assisted college course.

5) An educational program now being planned will award "James Madison
Fellowships" for secondary school teachers to participate in a summer
institute devoted to the study of constitutional scholarship. Each teacher
will then be responsible for organizing local programs in his/her
community.

6) A series of monographs based on Project '87 conferences; a series of
bicentennial essays, also published as monographs, by the American
Historical Association for Project '87; and a series of twelve essays by
the scholars who directed seminars on the Constitution for college faculty .

in 1983-85.

8) A ,ries of v;deo cassettes and discussion guides based upon forums on
cons' 'onal issues to be offered in 1987 and 1989, a joint venture with
the of Women Voters.

Public Research, Syndicated
Jack Barlow, Editor
4650 Arrow Highway, Suite 07
Montclair, California 91763
714-621-5831

In January of 1984, Puhlic Research, Syndicated began distributing a series
of 800-1,000 word articles by historic figures, contemporary individuals,
and prominent scholars of the Constitution to over 2,000 newspapers
nationwide. They are offered free of charge to small community newspapers.
Ultimately, a total of 215 articles will be syndicated, and the best will
be collected in The New Federalist, which will be available in paperback.
Examples of the articles distributed are: Gordon S. Wood, "18th Century
American Constitutionals -m "; James Madison, "Memorial and Remonstrance"
(1786); Henry Steel Conuager, "The Constitutional Convention"; Leonard W.
Levy, "Why Do We Have A Bill of Rights?"; Frederick Douglass, "Fourth of
July Oration"; Warren E. Burger, "The Blessings of Liberty: A Constitution
Day Memorial"; Catherine Zuckert, "The Inevitable Growth of 'Big'
Government"; and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, "Commencement Address at
Oglethorpe University, May 22, 1932."
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Smithsonian Institution
Alvin Rosenfeld, Director
Office of Public Affairs
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC 20560
202-357-2627

The Smithsonian Institution has planned a number of projects related to the
bicentennial of the Constitution.

"After the Revolution: Every Day Life in Eighteenth Century America," is an
exhibit on display at the National Museum of American History that provides
a historical context for the Constitution.

The museum's Division of Armed Forces History will describe the Japanese-
American experience in the United States and contrast that community's
civil rights ordeal with their patriotic contributions during World War II.
The constitutionality of the Japanese-American internment program and how
this experience helped to change the attituoes of many Americans toward
ethnic minorities will be discussed.

The National Portrait Gallery has planned several exhibitions. The first
includes portraits of outstanding jurists, along with examination of some
of the great constitutional issues of U.S. history through their careers.
A second exhibition will examine the roots of eighteenth century American
portraiture and provide insight into life in the United States during that
period.

A major international symposium, "Our Constitutional Roots," is planned by
the Smithsonian Office of Symposia and Seminars and the American Bar
Assocation in collaboration with several U.S., and foreign universities.

The Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars hopes to launch a
symposium or seminar on the transformation of U.S. law beginning with the
Constitution.

The Smithsonian's Resident Associate Program plans to participate with
lectures, classes and other live events.

The Office of Elementary and Secondary Education hopes to produce a school
teacher's guide on the Constitution.

Supreme Court of the United States
Gail Galloway
Curator

Washington, DC 20543
202-479-3298

In addition to several large historical research projects, the Supreme
Court plans to prepare two exhibits to commemorate the Bicentennial of the
Constitution. One will focus on the Court's role in interpreting the
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Constitution and some of its major cases. The second will highlight the
drafting of the document. These two exhibits may be made available for
travel to other courthouses and institutions.

The Judicial Conference of the United States, under the Chief Justice's
leadership, plans to adapt the five "Equal Justice Under the law" films
that were produced to commemorate the 1976 bicentennial so they will relate
to the Bicentennial of the Constitution.

United States Constitutional Bicentennial
Donald F. X. Finn

P.O. Box 1623
Natchez, Mississippi 39120
800-647-6752

The United States Constitution Bicentennial is a privately funded agency
involved in a number of projects related to the Bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution. Project staff are willing to answer phone inquiries, and
serve as a clearinghouse for information cn Bicentennia' programs and plans
nationally.

The agency is (1) tracking the formation and activities of state
bicentennial commissions and expected publication dates of major scholarly
works; (2) developing a master calendar of bicentennial events planned by
all known agencies and groups; (3) maintaining a current bibliography on
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights; (4) attempting to locate all known
descendents of signers of the Constitution; and (5) pursuing scholarly
research, including work with Independence National Historical Park
hi,torians on the Daybook on the Constitution.

Unit& States House of Representatives
Raymond W. Smock
Historian
Office for the Bicentennial

138 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-1153

In 1982 the House of Representatives established an Office for the

Bicentennial to coordinate planning for the bicentennial of the
establishment of the House of Representatives, which will take place in
1989. Its activities include close cooperation with the Commission on the
Bicentennial of the Constitution and the Senate Historical Office, and a
number of specific projects, including: (1) planning historical exhibits
for the House, and a touring exhibit on the history of the House of
Representatives; 1.2) preparation of a 200th-anniversary edition of the
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Biographical Directory of the American Congress; (3) prepare an illustrated
history, audio- visual materials, and a select bibliography on the history
of the House; (4) conduct a nationwide survey of libraries and archives for
the purpose of compiling a guide to important manuscript collections of
former members of the House; (5) publish a quarterly newsletter, History of
the House; (6) develop audio-visual materials; and (7) conduct symposia on
the 200-year history of the House.

United States Information Agency
Office of the International Coordinator

for the Bicentennial of the U.S.
Constitution (BICN)

Washington, DC 20547
202-485-6797

The USIA is developing a comprehensive program for scholars, educators and
students for the Constitution's bicentennial. The agency intends to give
major attention in its overseas information and cultural programs to
America's 200 years of experience with democratic constitutional
government, including its birth and development, its dynamics and
underlying concepts. Activities of the agency will emphasize the relevance
of the U.S. Constitution and constitutional system in the world today.

USIA's 214 overseas posts in 129 countries have begun to organize
bicentennial-related speaking programs and conferences participated in by
American experts in constitutional law, history, government and the social
sciences. Special book projects and exhibits are planned for USIA
libraries, reading rooms, and bi-national centers. Documentary reporting
and news coverage of bicentennial events by foreign media will be
facilitated by the agency. Study of the U.S. constitutional system will be
a major component in USIA's English-language teaching and academic study
programs. Overseas Vosts will distribute specially-prepared pamphlets and
posters in local languages. Constitution bicentennial activities will also
be given priority in USIA-administered educational and cultural exchangeprograms.

The Voice of America, USIA's international radio facility which reaches 120
million listeners in forty-two languages each week, has begun reporting on
bicentennial news events and will carry special feature programs about the
origins and development of the U.S. Constitution. The Agency's Television
and Film Service will acquire relevant videotape programs and films
produced by American media and distribute them to foreign audiences.
WORIDNET, the interactive television netwqrk linking Washingotn via
satellite to U.S. Embassies and USIA posts on six continents, will
emphasize bicentennial themes in its programming.
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United States Senate Historical Office
Richard A. Baker
Senate Historian
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-6900

The U.S. Senate's Office of Secreta-y of the Senate has undertaken a number
of projects related to the bicentennial. Several major publications have
been or will soon be completed, including a guide to Senate records at the
National Archives, a Senate historical almanac, and a guide to the papers
of former Senators. The office also plans to produce traveling exhibits
and exhibits to be housed in the Capitol and Senate office buildings
depicting the legislative, political, and institutional history of the
Senate. Several ceremonial events are being planned.
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Introduction

This section of the guide includes listings by state of three items:

* The address and phone number of the state humanities council.

* The address and phone number of the state's commission on the
bicentennial of the Constitution, or agency assigned coordination of
the state's bicentennial commemoration, if one has been designated.

* A list of scholars (including their academic field and area of
expertise, where available) uho have recently indicated an interest in
participating in public programming on the bicentennial. This list is
by no means exhaustive. In addition to contacting the state's
humanities council for additional suggestions or additional contact
information, there are several references that can be consulted. They
include:

1. A "Network of Scholars" originally appeared in the Fall, 1984,
No. 4 edition of this Constitution, published by Project '87.
Supplementary listings have appeared in subsequent issues of
the publication. See the Project '87 listing in the National
Programs and Resources section of this guide for ordering
information.

2. A list of humanities scholars included in The Constitution and
the C3ninunity: A Resource for Planning Humanities-Based
Programs on the U.S. Constitution, published by the National
Federation of State Humanities Councils in March of 1984.

3. Inquiries can also be addressed t6 the Dean of the appropriate
academic department at local institutions of higher education.



Alabama

Walter Cox, Executive Director
Alabama Humanities Foundation
Box A-40

Birmingham-Southern College
Birmingham, Alabama 35254
205-324-1314

Alabama Humanities Foundation
has been officially designated

to oversee Alabama's observance
of the Constitution bicentennial

Alaska

Gary Holthads, Exec:' .ive Director
Alaska Humanities Forum
943 West 6th Avenue, Suite 120
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
907-272-5341

John E. Havelock
School of Justice

University of Alaska

James Waldemar Waller
Political Science
University of Alaska

Claus N. Naske
History
University of Alaska

Arizona

Lorraine Frank, Executive Director
Arizona Humanities Council
918 N. Second Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
602-257-0335

The Honorable William A. Holohan
Chief Justice
The Supreme Court of Arizona
Commission on the Bicentennial

of the U.S. Constitution
State Capitol Building
Room 201, SW Wing
Phoenix, Arizona 85007
602-255-4534

Allan Buchanan
;lights and Choices)
Ethics -,nd Medicine
Univers. .1 of Arizona

Willis Buckingham
(Religious Freedom in the 19th
Century)

American Literature
Arizona State University
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Ekdal Buys
(Education: Right and
Responsibility Under the
Constitution)

Philosophy of Education
Central Arizona College

Paul Carter

(Educational Issues and the
Constitution)

American History

Vine )eloria
(Guarantees of the Constitution:
the Native American;

Political Science
University of Arizonr

Edgar Dryden
(Hawthorne and the American Way)
19th Century &aerican Literature
University of Arizona

Marvin Fisher
(Melville and Freedom)
American Studies
Arizona State University

Deka Hoff
(The Constitution and the
Powers to Tax)

Taxation and Tax Law
University of Arizona

Ruth Jones
(The Constitution and

Participatory Government)
Political Science
Arizona State University

David Key
(The Constitution and
Interpretation)

Constitutional Law
' Arizona State University

James Kearney
(The Presidency and the
Constitution: the Roosevelt
Years)

American History
Arizona State University

Larry MacFarlane
(Free Enterprise and the
Constitution)

American Economic History

John McElroy

(The Federalist Papers and the
Constitution)

19th Century American Literature
University of Arizona

Jeffrie Murphy
(The Individual and the Common
Good: the Bases of the
Constitution)

Philosophy of Law
Arizona State University

Melt Past%
(The Constitution and the System
of Law: An Ftnical Approach)

Ethics
Arizona State University

George Paulsen
(The Making of the Constitution)
History

Arizona State University

Charles Polzer

:Minority Rights: Real and Imagined)
Ethnohistory
Arizona State Museum

Ross Rice

(The Changing Scene: the Political
Understanding of the Constitution)

Political Science
Northern Arizona University

Mary Rothschild

(Implementing Constitutional
Guarantees: Women's Rights)

. American History

Arizona State University

Thelma Shinn

(Freedom in American Women
Writers)

20th Century American Literature
Arizona State University

Holly Smith

(The Requisites of Freedom)
Philosophy
University of Arizona

Delft West

(The U.S. Constitution: a World
Landmark Document)

New World History
Northern Arizona University

Ar4ansas

Jane Browning, Executive Director
Arkansas Endowment for the Humanities
Rennell Building, Suite 102
1010 W. Third Street

Little Rock, Arkansas 72202
501-372-2672

California

James Quay, Executive Director

California Council for the
Humanities

312 Sutter, Suite 601
San Francisco, California 941J8
415-391-1474

California Bicentennial Commission
on the U.S. Constitution and the
Bill of Rights

c/o Debra Beck

Governor's Office
State of California

Sacramento, California 95814
916-445-4541.
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R.M. Abrams
(Civil Liberties; Constitution
and Business System Development)

History
University of California - -Berkeley

Dennis Mahoney

Political Theory and Constitutional
Law

Claremont University Center and
Graduate School

Arthur G. Svenson
(Nature and Scope of Judicial

Power; Mar Powers Resolution of
1973)

Political Science
University of Redlands

Colorado

James Pierce, Executive Director

Colorado Endowment for the
Humanities

1836 Blake Street, Suite 100
Denver, Colorado 80202
303-292-4458

James Pierce, President

Colorado Commission on the
Bicentennial of the United
States Constitution

7951 East Maplewood Avenue
Suite 327

Englewood, Colorado 80111

Connecticut

Bruce Fraser, Executive Director

Connecticut Humanities Council
41 Lawn Avenue
Wesleyan Station
Middletown, Connecticut 06457

203-347-6888

Douglas Arnold
(American Diplomatic History;

The Papers of Benjamin
Franklin)

Yale University

Jack Chatfield

(Connecticut Federalism)
History
Trinity College

Christopher Collier
(Connecticut Colonial/
Early National History;

Constitution)
History
Univet ity of Connecticut

Thous J. Farnham
(Connecticut History)
History

Southern Connecticut State
University
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Estelle Feinstein
(American Social History;
Connecticut Urban History)

History
University of Connecticut

Russell Fryer
Political Science
Western Connecticut State

University

Thomas Godward
Political Science
Western Connecticut State

University

Elliott Hoffman
(Early National Period)
American Social History

Richard S. Kay
Legal History
University of Connecticut

School of Law

Freeman Meyer
(Connecticut Federalism)

Kent Newmyer
(U.S. Constitutional History)
University of Connecticut

David Roth

(Colonial/Early National
Connecticut History)

History
Eastern Connecticut State
University

Delaware

Henry Hirschbiel, Executive Director
Delaware Humanities Forum
2600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Wilmington, Delaware 19806
302-573-4410

Delaware Heritage Commission
Claudia Bushman, Executive Director
Carvel State Office Building
820 N. French Street
Wilmington, Delaware 19801
302-652-6662

District of Columbia

Beatrice Hackett, Executive Director
D.C. Community Humanities Council
1341 "G° Street N.W. Suite 306
Washington, DC 20005
202-347-1732

Bradford Wilson

(Philosophical Roots of Constitution;
Role of Judiciary in Constitutional
Protection and Development)

Research Associate
Office of the Administrative

kilietent to the Chief Justice
U.S. Wren Court

Florida

Ann 1. Henderson, Executive Direc

Florida Endowment for the Humanit
P.O. Box 16989
Tampa, Florida 33687
813-974-4094

Georgia '

Ronald Benson, Executive Director

Georgia Endowment for the Humaelt
1589 Clifton Road, N.E.
Emory University
Atlanta, Georgia 30322
404- 727 -1500

The Honorable Harold N. Hill, Jr.
Chief Justice

514 Judicial Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30034
and

Jule V. Felton, Jr., President
State Bar of Georgia
3300 First Atlanta Tower
Atlanta, Georgia 30383

Michael J. Belknap
(First Amendment; Civil Rights)
History

University of Georgia

William N. Boone
Political Science
Atlanta University

Lief Carter

(Constitutional Law)
Political Science
University of Georgia

Ann Ellis

(Constitutional History)
History

Kennesaw College

Peter C. Hoffer
(Legal and Constitutional History)
History

University of Georgia

Helen Ridley
(Constitutional History)
Political Scence
Kennesaw College

Jim Russell

(Constitutional History)
peliti 1 Science
Albany Junior College

Ernie Surrency

(Legal History of the Colonial
and Federal Periods)

Law Library
University of Georgia



Hawaii

Annette Lew, Executive Director
Hawaii Committee for the Humanities
First Hawaiian Bank Building
3599 Natalie Avenue, Room 23
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
808-7-5402

Stuart Gerry Brown

-(American Political and

Constitutional History;
the Presidency)

American Studies

University of Hawaii at Manoa

A. Didrick Caf.berg

(American Political and Legal

Theory; Constitutional Issues)
Political Science

University of Hawaii at Hilo

Cedric Cowing

(Constitutional and Early
American Religious History)

History

University of Hawaii at Manoa

Frederick Allem (Mites'
(Ethical and Social Philosophy)
School of Education

University of Hawaii at Manoa

Herbert F. Margulies

(U.S. Constitutional History)
History

University of Hawaii at Hanoi

James Mautcheon
(American Cultural History)
American Studies and History
University of Hawaii at Pianos

Norman Mellor

(Constitutional Theory)
Political Science
University of Hawaii at Manoa

Deane Neubauer

(American Polity: Democratic
Principles and Process)

Political Science

University of Hawaii at Manoa

Larry Riggs

(17th Century Literature and
Philosophical/Political
Writings)

European Languages and
Literature

University of Hawaii at Manoa

.,Jon Van Dyke

(Constitutional Jurisprudence)
William S. Richardson School

of Law

University of Hawaii at Manoa
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Idaho

Thomas McClanahan

Executive Director

The Association for the Humanities
in Idaho

Room 300, LBJ Building
650 M. State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720
208-345-53445

Illinois

Robert Klaus, Exeuctive Director
Illinois Humanities Council
618 S. Michigan

Chicago, Illinois 60605
312-939-5212

Richard Friedman, Chair
Illinois Bicentennial Commission
c/o Cheryl Niro

Executive Director
75 E. Wacker Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60601
312-726-8775

Indiana

Kenneth Gladish, Executive Director
Indiana Committee for the Humanities
1500 N. Delaware Street

Indianapolis, Indiana 46202
317-638-1500

Richard Anvils

(Government Relations with Indians;
Constitutional History)

History
Ball State University

Patrick Bode
(legal Issues; Supreme Court)
Indiana University School of Law

Lyntom K. Caldwell
(Origins of the Constitution;
Constitutional Amendments;
Doctrine of Unconstitutionality)

Political Science
Indiana University

David A. Caputo

(Citizen Participation and
Responsibility; Fiscal Federalism;
Contemporary American Federalism)

Politi al Science

Purdue University

George Curtis
History
Hanover College

Patrick J. Furlong

(Political History of 1750-1801;
South Bend Fugitive Slave
Cases)

History

Indiana University at South Bend
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Nelson G. Grills

(Constitutional Law; Constitutional
History; History of the
Declaration of Independence)

Attorney
Indianapolis

Dwight V. Hoover

(Civil Rights in the 1930s;
Intellectual Origins of
the Constitution)

History
Ball State University

Gerald L. Houseman
(Bill of Rights; War Powers of
the President; Commerce Clause)

Social Science

Indiana University-Purdue

University at Fort Wayne

Lloyd A. Hunter

History and Religion
Franklin College

Robert Johnstone
Political Science
.Earlham College

Robert J. Kaczorowskl

(Constitutional History; Fourteenth
Amendment; Civil Liberties/Civil
Rights)

University of Cincinnati
College of Law

Brenda E. Knowles

(Judicial Interpretations of the
Bill of Rights;

Contemporary
Meaning and Application

of the
Constitution)

Business Law
Indiana University at South Bend

Donald F. Kammer*

(Constitutional Law; Influence
of American

Constitutionalism
in Germany)

Government and International
Studies

University of Notre Dame

Robert G. Lehnen
(Origins and Development of the
Constitution; Popular Under-
standing of the Constitution)

Public Affairs
Indiana University

George S. Niacin

(Constitutional Educatioial
Justice; Philosophical
Background of the Constitution)

Indiana University

James N. Madison
( Federalism; Constitution and
Indiana)

History
Indiana University

Glenn Martin

History and Political Science
Marion College



Terence Martin

(American Literature and the
Constitution)

English

.Indiana University

Martha M. McCarthy

(First Amendment Religion Clauses;
First, Fourth and Fourteenth
Amendments and Public Schools)

Indiana University

Edward B. Mclean

(Constitutional Theory; Feoeralism;
Interstate Commerce)

Political Science
Wabash College

Joseph F. Menez

(Article Five; The Presidency)
Political Science
Call Stet University

Mary N. Mitchell

(First Amendment Religion Clause;
Modern Church-State Issues)

Indiana University School of Law

J. Douglas Nelson
Pe'tical Science

.son College

Glenn Nichols
History

Anderson College

Lewis Perry

(Majority and Minority Factions;
Dissent, Disobedience,
Nullification)

History

Vanderbilt University

Clifton Phillips
History

DePauw University

Robert H. Puckett

(Foreign Policy of the Founding
Fathers; The Founding Fathers
and Natural Riees)

Political Science
Indiana State University

George Rable
History

. Anderson College

Million J. Reese
(Education and Social Welfare)
Education and American Studies
Indiana University

John Roos

(Constitutional Theory; Congress;
Founding Period)

Government

University of Notre Dame

Rozann Rothman

(Philosophical and Historical
Background of the Constitution;

Federalist Papers; Federalism)
Director of Applied Politics
IUPUI
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Steven Samson

Political Science
Marion College

John Shlotterbeck
History

DePauw University

Barbara Steins's.
History

DePauw University

Peter Suber
Philosophy
Earlham College

David Maas
History

Manchester College

York Villbern

(Role of the States in the
rw,stitutional System)

Pc J.ical Science

A.Jiana University

Leonard Millions
Political Science
Manchester College

IOWA

Donald Drake, Executive Director
Iowa Humanities Board
Oakdale Campus
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
319-353-6754

Frederick C. Adams
History
Drake University

Craig V. Allin
Politics

Cornell College

Mel E. Arslaner

Public Administration
Drake University

Max L. Autrey
English

Drake University

Mike Barton
Theatre Arts
Drake University

Richard Bauer
History

Waldorf College

Randall Bezanson
Law

University of Iowa

Donald E. Boles
Political Science
Iowa State University

Stuart Burns
English

Drake University

Jeffrey B. Burnham
Political Science
Drake University

Steve Burton
Law

Universit'of Iowa

Mary Ellen Caldwell
Religious Studies
Clarke College

Ray A. Ch. (wick

Philosophy
Central College

C. Walter Clark
Political Science
Drake University

Thomas B. Colbert
English and Social Sciences
Marshalltown Community College

Robert Conley
English and American

Indian Studies
Morningside College

. Gilbert Cranberg

Journalism
University of Iowa

Rudolph L. Daniels
History and Political Science
Morningside College

John DeJong
History

Central College

Lea Mosses DeJong
Art

Drake University

Patrick Deluhery
Economics and Business

Arkinistration
St. Ambrose College

John Dobson
History

Iowa State University

Roser Diaz-oeterson
Spanish

Drake University

Carolyn Dyer

Journalism and Mass Communications
University of Iowa

David Ferch
(History of Iowa)
History
Mount Mercy College

Wayne Franklin
English and American Studies
University of Iowa



Herman C. Freund
Philosophy
Clarke College

Dennis J. Goldford
Political Science
Drake University

Kathleen Green
(U.S. History)

. History and Political Science

Morningside College

Bruce Gronbeck

Communication Studies
University of Iowa

James Harare

Philosophy
Waldorf College

John D. Hancock
Economics
Drake University

Robert Hartman
Speech and Communications
Drake University

Nancy Hauserman

(Industrial Relations and
Human Resources)

Business

University of Iowa

Robert N. Healey
(Thomas Jefferson)

- ..!story

Dubuque Theological Seminary

vim. Hines
Law

University of Iowa

Gary Hobbs
Fine Arts
Drake University

Barbara C. Hodgdon
English
Drake University

Henry Horwitz
History
University of Iowa

Halter Hoof
History
Drake University

Helen Humeston
History
Clarke College

.Robert C. Hunter
Law
Drake University

Marvin D. Jensen

Communications and Theatre Arts
University of Northern Iowa
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Alan R. Jones

(U.S. Constitution)
History

Grinnell College

Clair Keller
History

Iowa State University

Linda Kerber

(Early Republic; Women and the
Constitution)

History

University of Iowa

Richard N. Kirkendahl
History

Iowa State University

Richard L. Klaessy
Sociology and Anthropology
Marshalltown Community College

Gary H. Koerselan

(Constitutional History)
History and Political Science

Morningside College

Richard N. Unman
History
Iowa State University

Thomas C. Lansworth
Journalism
Drake University

Joan Lingen
Art

Clarke College

Russell E. Lovell
Law
Drake University

Richard Lewitt
History
Iowa State University

Phillip Lucas
History
Cornell College

James V. Luke
Music

Drake University

Bruce K. Martin
English

Drake University

Myron A. Marty
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Drake University

Barry Matsumoto
Law

University of Iowa

Sara NtAlpin
English

Clarke College

Donald McCloskey
Economics and History
University of Iowa
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Gerald McCright
Economics

Marshalltown Community College

George McDaniel
History

St. Ambrose College

George Wiese,'
History

Iowa State University

Eileen Meehan

Communication Studies
University of Iowa

John Nelson

Political Science
University of Iowa

William Paul
Philosophy

Central College

Elbert Permar

History and Government

Marshalltown Community College

Donald Racheter
Political Science
Centr.1 College

William D. Russell

(Constitutional Law)
Political Science and History
Grandview College

Jan Robbins

(First Amendment 184; Religion
and the Schools)

English Language a Literature
University of Northern Iowa

William Rosberg
Political Science

Kirkwood Community College

Ralph V. Scharnau
History

University of Dubuque

Dorothy Schmieder
History
Iowa State University

Thomas Sears

(European History)

Kirkwood Community College

Albert R. Sells
(U.S. History)

History and Political Science
Morningside College

Jerry Shakeshaft
Poli.:;a1 Science
Iowa State University

Anthony A. Smith
Philosophy

Iowa State University

Rodney L. Smith
History

University of Dubuque



John Soloski

Journalism and Mass Communications
_University of Iowa

Ira L. Strauber

(Constitutional Law and Politics)
Political Science
Grinnell College

Deborah Strigenz
Law

Drake University

Ross B. Talbot

Political Science
Iowa State University

Thomas Thompson
Humanities and Fine Arts
University of Northern Iowa

David Timmer
Religion
Central College

Jon Torgerson
Philosophy
Drake University

Charles E. Vernoff
Religion
Cornell College

David Vernon
Law

University of Iowa

Joseph F. Wall
History

Grinnell College

David L. Weddle
Religion
Cornell College

Robert Weinberg

Political Science and
Criminal Justice

St. Ambrose College

James V. Whitaker
History
Iowa State University

Donald R. Whitnah
History

-University of Northern Iowa

Alan Widiss
Law
University of Iowa

Hugh Winebrenner

Public Administration
Drake University

Jack Wortaaa
(U.S. History)

Kirkwood Community College

R. Dean Wright
Sociology
Drake University
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Kansas

Marion Cott, Executive Director

Kansas Committee for the Humanities
112 West 6th Street, Suite 210
Topeka, Kansas 66603
913-357-0359

Ronald A. Averyt
(American Government; Presidency;
Civil War)

History and Political Science
Ottawa University

James C. Duran
(Press and Supreme Court;

Constitutional Conservatism;
Presidency; International
Relations)

_History
Wichita State University

Judy G. Maple
(Oratory in American History;
Classical Rhetoric; Myths
Surrounding America's
Creation)

Communication
Emporia State University

Francis H. Heller

(Constitutional Law and History;
Presidency; Comparative Law;
Federalism)

Law and Political Science
University of Kansas

Rex Martin

(Political and Legal Philosophy;
Philosophy of History; Civil
Disobedience; Legal Rights)

Philosophy
University of Kansas

Sister Mary Lenore Martin

(International Relations;
U.S. Constitution)

History

St. Mary College

Stephen E. Meats
(Early American Literature)
English

Pittsburg State University

Donald G. Nieman
(Military History; Constitution;
Race and Legal Rights;
Federalism; Civil Liberties;
Civil War History)

History

Kansas State University

Joyce Ann Piggo

(American and Comparative
Government; Constitutional

History; Legislative Process;
Criminal Justice)

Political Science
Bethany College
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V. Stitt Robinson

(Colonial and Revolutionary U.S.
History; American Indians;
Minority Groups)

History
University of Kansas

Mary Scott Rowland
(History of Progressivism in
Kansas; Lincoln and the Union)

History
Washburn University

Gregory S. Sojka
(Film Studies; American Writers;
Slave Narratives; War Novels;
Humor)

American Studies
Wichita State University

Kentucky

Ramona Lumpkin, Executive Director
Kentucky Humanities Council
Ligon House
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0442
606-257-5932

Betty H. Seay
Kentucky Department of Education
Capital Plaza Tower
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

lance Banning

(Colonial America, Early National
Period)

History
University of Kentucky

Paul Blanchard
(American Politics)
Political Science
Eastern Kentucky University

Carolyn Brett

(Constitutional Law)
Law
University of Kentucky

Brad Canon
(Judicial Policy)
Political Science
-University of Kentucky

Robert Clark
Religious Studies
Campbellsville College

William Ellis

(American Religious History)
History
Eastern Kentucky University

Green
(American Public Law)
Government
Morehead State University



Lowell Harrison

(United States History)
History
Western Kentucky University

Nary Hamkesworth

(Political Theory)
Political Science
University of Louisville

Klaus Ileberle

(Federalism)
Political Science
Eastern Kentucky University

Carlton Jackson
(American Political History)
History

Western Kentucky University

Jan Elotter
(Constitutional taw)
Jistice Administration
University of Louisville

Burt Mutersbaugh
(United States History)
History
Eastern Kentucky University

Frank Member

(Political Theory)
Government
western Kentucky University

Frederic Ogden
(American Politics)
Political Science
Eastern Kentucky University

Dennis O'Keefe

(Constitutional Law)
Political Science
Northern Kentucky University

Albert Quick

(Bill of Rights)
Criminal Law
University of Louisville

Stuart Sprague
(Modern American History)
History

Morehead State University

Robert Stenger

(Constitutional Decision Making)
Law

University of Louisville

Louisiana

Michael Sartisky, Executive Director
Louisiana Endowment for the

Humanities
The Ten-0 -One Building
1001 Howard Avenue, Suite 4407
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
504- 523 -4352
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Louisiana Bicentennial Commission
c/o Carl Stages

Administrative Assistant for
Boards and Commissions

Governor's Office
P.O. Box 44004
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Maine

Dorothy Schwartz, Executive Oirector
Maine Humanities Council
P.O. Box 7202
Portland, Maine 04112
207-773-5051

John Ahlin
(U.S. Constitution)
American History
Machias

Neal V. Allen

(legal History, American and
English Constitutional History)

History
South Freeport

Holly Bruno
(Social History, Law)
Literature
University of Maine

Richard N. Condon
(Constitutional History)
History
University of Maine

Christine Holden
(Women and the Constitution)
History
University of Southern Maine

Warren N. Horton

(American Revolution to Early
National Period, Social History)

History
University of Maine

Stanley Russell Howe
(Art and Culture of t"e
Revolutionary Era)

History
Bethel

Robert Libby
(Journalism)
History
Biddeford High School

Don Lord

(Shay's Rebellion, Social History)
History
Unity College

John Massaro

(Constitutional Law)
Political Science
University of Southern Maine
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Eugene A. Rambinney
(Constitutional Law, Religion
and Education)

Political Science
University of Maine

James McKenna, III
(Constitutional History and
Law)

Law
Augusta

Richard Moss

(Noah Webster, Jedidiah Morse)
History
Colby College

Owilym R. Roberts
(Political Ideology; Vermont
History)

History
Farmington

Ted Sharp

(Origins and Evolution of the
U.S. Constitution)

History
Falmouth

Roger Teachout
(Constitutional History)
Political Science
Augusta

James Vickery
(Park Holland and Shay's
Rebellion)

History

Bangor

Richard Wescott

(Constitutional History)
American Studies
South Harpswell

Allan Whitmore
(Religion, Education, Social

and Intellectual History)
History
University of Southern Maine

Ron Willey
History
Caribou

L.E. Wroth
(Origins of the Constitution)
University of Maine Law School

Maryland

Naomi Collins, Executive Director
Maryland Humanities Council
S16 North Charles Street, Suite 201
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
301-625 -4830

Greg Stiverson, Director
Maryland Office for the Bicentennial

of the U.S. Constitution
Maryland State Archives
Box 825
Annapolis, Maryland 21404
301-269-3914



J. Woodford Howard, Jr.
(Constitutional Law and Supreme
Court, esp. 20th Century)

Political Science
Johns Hopkins University

Massachusetts

David Tebaldi, Executive Director

Massachusetts Foundation for the
Humanities aft.) Public Policy

1 Woodbridge Street

South Hadley, Massachusetts 01075
413-536-1385

Margaret Cavanaugh
Executive Director

Massachusetts Commission on the
Bicentennial

Statehouse, Room 259
Boston, Massachusetts 02133
617-727-7200

Fran Burke

- (American Constitution and
Government; Civil Liberties;
First Amendment Freedoms)

School of Management

Suffolk University

Richard Taskin

(Voluntary Associations;
Popular Culture and Political
History)

History

North Adams State College

Michigan

Ronald Means, Executive Oirector
Michigan Council for the Humanities
Nisbet Building, Suite 30
1407 S. Harrison Road
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
517-355-0160

Richard H. Austin
Secretary of State

Lansing, Michigan 48918

Allen Holstein

(Constitutional and Legal History;
Policy and the Constitution;
Second Amendment)

Albion College

Minnesota

Cheryl Dickson, Executive Director
Minnesota Humanities Commission
580 Park Square Court
6th and Sibley
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
612-224-5739
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Chief Justice Douglas K. Amdahl
State Attorney General Hubert H.

Humphrey III
State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Annette Atkins
History
St. John's University

Robert Ammer
History

Carleton College

Clifford Clark
History
Carleton College

Millard Gieske
Political Science
University of Minnesota--Morris

Joan Gunderson
History
St. Olaf College

John Howe
History
University of Minnesota--Minneapolis

William Lass
History

Mankato State University

Elaine Tyler May
American Studies
University of Minnesota- -Minneapolis

Paul Murphy
History

University of Minnesota-- Minneapolis

Susan Olson

Political Science
University of Minnesota-- Minneapolis

Emily Rosenberg
History

Macalester College

Norman Rosenberg
History
Macalester r.ollege

Gerald Schnabel
History

Bemidji State University

Frank Sorauf
Political Science
University of Minnesota--Minneapolis

Charles Umbanhowar
Political Science
St. Olaf College

Howard Vogel

Hemline University School of Law

Catherine Zuckert
Political Science
Carleton College

Michael Ruckert
Political Science
Carleton College
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Mississippi

Cora Norman, Executive Director

Mississippi Committee for the Numaniti4
3825 Ridgewood Road, Room 111
Jackson, Mississippi 39211
601-982-6752

Missouri

Robert Walrond, Executive Director
Missouri Committee for the

Humanities
Loberg Building, 1204
11425 Dorsett Road

Maryland Heights, Missouri 63043
314-739-7368

The Honorable Albert L. Rendel
Chair

Missouri Constitutional

Bicentennial Commission
c/o Executive Office
state of Missouri
P.O. Box 720

Jefferson City, Missouri 65102

Montana

Margaret Kingsland
Executive Director
Montana Committee for the Humanities
P.O. Box 8036
Hellgate Station
Missoula, Montana 59807
406-243-6022

Cheryl Hutchinson

Centennial Coordinator

Montana Statehood Centennial Office
and Commission

P.O. Box 1989, Capitol Station
delena, Montana 59620

Robert Archibald
Montana Historical Society
Helena

Margaret Davis
League of Women
Helena

Jeanne Eder
Native American
Eastern Montana

Voters

Studies
College

Harry Fritz
(U,S. History)
History

University of Montana

James Goetz

(Constitutional Law)
Government
Montana State University

Thomas Muff
(Philosophy of Law)
Philosophy

University of Montana



James Lopach

(Contemporary Public Policy and
the Montana State Constitution)

Political Science
University of Montana

Michael Malone
Academic Affairs

Montana State University

Lauren McKinsey

(Canadian and American Political
Systems)

Government
Montana State University

Thomas Pape
(American Government)
Political Science
University of Montana

Na F. Perrin

(Political Theory and Philosophy)
Political Science
University of Montana

Billy G. Smdth
History and Philosophy
Montana State University

Nebraska

Sarah Rosenberg, Executive Director
- Nebraska Committee for the

Nmmanitles

Lincoln Center Building, Suite 422
215 Centennial Mall South
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
402-474-2131

Joseph Al legretti

(Crime and Insanity; Affirmative
Action vs. Reverse Discrimination)

Law

Creighton University

Esther S. Cope

(Historical and Philosophical
Background of Constitution in

. English History)
History

University of Nebraska

Charles Dougherty
(The Sovereign Self: Right to
Live, Right to Die)*

Philosophy

Creighton University

Bette Novit Eros
(Civil Rights and Liberties; First
Amendment Interpretation and
Problems; Theories of
Constitutional Interpretation)

Political Science

Creighton University

David Nabermon

(National Security and Freedom
of the Press)

Journalism
Creighton University
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Donald R. Mickey
(The Constitutional Convention;
First Amendment Rights; Nebraska's
Origins and the U.S. Constitution)

History

Wayne State College

East A. Kirwan

(Philosophical Background of
the Constitution)

Political Science
University of Nebraska-Omaha

Warren timer

(The Prestient vs. Congress;

Executive Privilege and
Delegation of Powers; War
Powers and Covert Action;
Crime and Punishment)

History
Creighton University

Bryan F. Ideal

(Historical Background of
the Constitution)

History

Creighton University

Thomas Mans

(Nomination, Election, and
Succession of the President;
Campaign Spending: Money and
Media; Federalism)

-Political Science
Creighton University

Demists Mfbelfch

(The President vs. Congress:
Mar Powers and Covert Action;
Immigration Reform)

History

Creighton University

Jerold L. Simons'

(Twentieth-Lentury Civil
Liberties)

History
University of Nebraska- -Omaha

Robert F. Sittig

(Constitutional Interpretation re:
Federal-State Functions and
Powers; Legislative, Executive and
Judicial Sharing of Authority;
Governmental Supervision of
Political Parties)

Political Science
University of Nebraska-- Lincoln

Jo Taylor

(The Federalist Papers and Other
Aspects of the Ratification
Debate, Particularly Franklin's
Speech in the Convention)

Humanities
Mayne State College

George D. Watson, Jr.

(Constitutional Law; Comparative
Constitutional Studies; Teaching
the Constitution)

Criminal Justice
Chadron State College
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Ashton Welch

(Immigration Reform)
History

Creighton University

A. S. Winter

(American Constitutional Law;
American Political Institutions)

Political Science
University of Nebraska-- Lincoln

Kenneth Wise

(National Security and Freedom
of the Press)

Political Science
Creighton Unversity

James Wunsch

(Nomination, Election, and
Succession of the President;

Campaign Spending: Money and
Media; Federalism: the National
Government vs. the States)

Political Science
Creighton University

Nevada

Judith Wlnzeler, Executive Director
Nevada Humanities Committee
P.O. Box 8029
Reno, Nevada 89507
702-784-6587

Michael eroadnead

(Constitutional History)
History

University of Nevada--Reno

Jay Coughtry
(Colonial History)
History

University of Nevada--Las Vegas

Robert Davenport
. (American History)
History

University of Nevada--Las Vegas

Jerome Edwards

(Diplomatic History)
History
University of Nevada--Reno

Gary Jones

(Constitutional History)
Political Science
University of Nevada--Las Vegas

Elizabeth Raymond
(Colonial History)
University of Nevada--Reno

William Rowley
(Public History)
History
University of Nevada--Reno

Ebner Remo
(American Government)
Political Sciance
University of Nevada- -Reno



Rickard Siegel

(International Relations)
Political Science
University of Nevada- -Reno

Dime Titus

(Public Administration)

Political Science
University of Nevada- -Las Vegas

Andrew Tuttle

(Comparative Government)
Political Science

University of Nevada- -Las Vegas

New Hampshire

Charles Bickford, Executive Director

New Hampshire Council for the
Nummnities

112 South State Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
603-224-4071

Russell C. Chase, Chair
State of New Hampshire Bicentennial

Commission on the U.S.
Constitution

State of New Hampshire

Concord, New Hampshire 03301
603-271-3321

Frank Broderick
History
University of Massachusetts-- Boston

Vincent Capowski
History
St. Anselm's College

Maryann Civitello
History
Rivier Co:lege

Charles Clark
History

University of New Hampshire

Jere Daniell
History

Dartmouth College

Jobe Ourel

Strawberry Henke

David Leimster
History
Keene State College

David F. Long
History

University of New Hampshire

John trzb
History

St. Anselm's College

Robert Nakamura

American Politics
Dartmouth College
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Darrett Reties
History
University of New Hampshire

James Smart
History
Keene State College

William Sullivan
History

St. Anselm's College

William Taylor
History
Plymouth State College

Laurel Ulrich
History

University of New Hampshire

R. Stuart Wallace
N ew Hampshire Historical Society

James Wright
History

Dartmouth College

N ew Jersey

Miriam Murphy, Executive Director
N ew Jersey Committee for the

Humanities
73 Easton Avenue
N ew Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
201-932-7726

Richard McGrath
Assistant to the Assistant.

Secretary of State

New Jersey Departmeat of State
CN 300

Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Irving Dillard

(Bill of Rights; Freedom of
. Speech and Press; Supreme

Court; Justice Black; Justice
Brandeis, Justice Learned Hand)

Woodrow Wilson School
Princeton University

New Mexico

Nathan D. Sumner, Executive Director
New Mexico Humanities Council
209 Onate Nall

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 17131
505- 277 -3705

New Tort

Jay Kaplan, Executive Director

New Tort Council for the Nommities
190 Broadway, 10th Floor
New York, New Tork 10030
212-233-1131
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Fredrica S. Goodman, Director
State of New York

Office of .ipecial Projects and
Protocol

4 Burnett Boulevard

Poughkeepsie, New York 12603
914-431-5913

Virginia Pratt

(20th Century; Warren Court; 1920s)
. State University of New York

at Oswego

N orth Carolina

Brent Glass, Executive Director
North Carolina Humanities Committee
112 Foust Building, UNC-G

Greensboro, North Carolina 27412
919-379-5325

The Honorable Robert Jordan, II
Lieutenant Governor of North

Carolina

N orth Carolina Commission for the
u ted States Constitution

P.C. Box 17254
Raleigh, North Carolina 27619
or

Gerry Hancock, Director
532 N. Wilmington Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27604

Howard A. Barnes

(American Intellectual, Church, and
Social History)

History

Winston-Salem State University

Saul Brenner

(Jewish Perspectives on Church -
State Relations)

Political Science
University of North Carolina- -

Charlotte

Walter Dellinger
(Constitutional Law)
Law
Duke University

Michael Gillespie

(American Political Theory)
Political Science
Duke University

J. Edwin Hendricks
(Colonial History)
History
Wake Forest University

Don Higginbotham
(Origins of Religious Freedom in
America)

History

University of North Carolina--
Chapel Hill



Michael Liemesch

(Ratification of Constitution
in North Carolina)

Political Science

University of North Carolina--
Chapel Hill

Alice E. Mathews

(Women In Colonial America)
History

Western Carolina University

Gordon D. Malmo
(Appalachia)
History

Western Carolina University

Raginl Pollitt

(Constitutional History)
. Law

University of North Carolina--
Chapel Hill

Walter F. Pratt, Jr.
(American Legal History)
Law
Duke University

Fred D. Ragan

(Religious Clauses of the First
Amendment)

History
East Carolina University

Eva R. Rubin

Judicial Process; Constitutional
Law and Development)

Political Science and Public
Administration

North Carolina State University

Robert Sikorski

(Ratification of Constitution
in North Carolina)

Continuing Education
Duke University

Sanford N. Silverberg

(Constitutional Law)
Political Science
Catawte College

Maurice D. Simon

(Cross-Cultural Perspectives
on Constitution Making and
Church-State Relations)

Political Science
East Carolina University

John G. Sullivan

(Secularism and Religion)
Philosophy
Elon College

Clark A. Thompson

(Moravians and Public Dissent)
Religion
Salem College

Grant Hacker
(American Religious History)

. Religious Studies
University of North Carolina--

Chapel Hill
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Carl Walters

(Secularism and Religion in
American Society and Politics)

Religion

St. Andrews Presbyterian College

North Dakota

Everett Albers, Executive Director
North Dakota Humimities Council
P.O. Box 2191

Bismarck, North Dakota 58502
701-663-1948

The Honorable Herbert L. Meschke
North Dakota Constitution

Celebration Committee
North Dakota Supreme Court
State Capitol

Bismarck, North Dakota 58505
701-224-4208
or

Willie. G. Bohn
State Court Administrator
State Capitol

Bismarck, North Dakota 58505
701-224-4216

Larry Richard Peterson

(U.S. Intellectual History; Moral
Development of Ideas and
Intellectuals)

History
Wort!), Dakota State University

Ohio

Charles C. Cole, Executive Director
Ohio Humanities Council
760 Pleasant Ridge Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43209
614-231-6879

John Alexander

(Constitutional History)
-History
University of Cincinnati

Roberta Alexander

(Constitution and Supreme Court)
History
University of Dayton

Alfred Banner
(Early American History)
History
University of Dayton

Michael L. benedict

(Federalism, Civil Rights)
History
Ohio State University

William Nottorff

(Jefferson)
English

University of Toldeo
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Ronald Carstens

(Political Philosophy and
the Constitution)

Political Science
Ohio Dominical College

John N. Cary

(Constitutional History)
History
Cleveland State University

L. Patton Davis

(Constitutional History)
Political Science
University of Cincinnati

Leroy Eid

(Colonial and Early National
History)

History

University of Dayton

Nancy S. Erickson

(Constitutional Law; Legal
History; Sex-Based Discrimin-
ation; Sexism and Racism in
American Legal History)

Ohio State University College
of Law

.Roger A. Fortin

(Colonial and Early National
History)

History
Xavier University

Paul Goist

American Studies
Case Western Reserve University

Robert Hattie

(Social and Cultural History)
History

Wittenberg University

Robert S. Hill

(Political Philosophy and
Constitutional Law)

Political Science
Marietta College

V. Sherman Jackson

(Constitutional History)
History
Miami University

Ronald Kahn

(Constitutional Law)
Government
Oberlin College

Lawrence Kaplan
(Early National Period; Diplomacy)
History

Kent State University

G. Richard Kern
(Social and Intellectual History)
History
Findlay College

Richard Kempf

(Constitutional History)
History
Kent State University



David Kyvig

(Constitutional History)
History
Akron University

Gary Kornbluth

(Colonial and Early National
History)

History

Oberlin College

William McClelland

(Social, intellectual and
Religious History)

Religion
Muskingum College

G. Michael Pratt
(Early National History,
Military History)

History and Archaeology
Heidelberg College

Ronald Seavoy

(Constitutional History)
distory

Bowling Green State University

Phillip Shriver
(Early National History,
Northwest Ordinance)

History
Miami University

Dwight Smith
History
Miami University

Carl Ubbelohde
(Early American and Constitutional
History)

History

Case Western Reserve University

Oklahoma

Anita May, Exeuctive Director

Oklahoma Foundation for the
Humanities

Executive Terrace Building
Suite 500
2809 Northwest Expressway
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112
435-840-1721

Brad Agnew
History
Northeastern State University

Ary

Northwestern Oklahoma State
University

V. David Baird
History
Oklahoma State University

Joseph Blackman
History
Tulsa Junior College

Ralph Blodgett
History
Cameron University
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Kenny Brown
History
Panhandle State University

Thomas Beckley
History
University of Tulsa

Russell White
History
University of Oklahoma

Cecil Chesser
Western Oklahoma State College

Norman Crockett
History
University of Oklahoma

Peter lemmas
History
Oklahoma City University

James Farthing
History
Oklahoma Baptist University

Mel Fiegel
History
Southwestern Oklahoma State

University

James Fowler
History
Seminole Junior College

Danny Gable
History
Tulsa Junior College

Bert Hanson
Political Science

. Oklahoma State University

James Henderson
History
Oklahoma State University

Ed Lawry
Philosophy
Oklahoma State University

David Levine
Philosophy
Oklahoma State University

Nell Luebke
Philosophy
Oklahoma State University

Donald J. Naletz
Political Science
University of Oklahoma

David Miller
Social Sciences
Cameron University

Res Morrell
History
Murray State College

Joseph Morphs
History
St. Gregory's College 63

Lloyd Mussetman
History
Oklahoma City University

Frank Myers
Political Science
Cameron University

Paul A. Rahe
Political Science
Tulsa

a

Richard Rohrs
History
Oklahoma State University

Donald Seeger
Political Science
Oklahoma Baptist University

Phillip Supine
Political Science
Cameron University

Paul Webb
History
Bacone College

Richard Wells
Political Science
University of Oklahoma

Oregon

Richard Lewis, Executive Director

Oregon Committee for the Humanities
418 S.W. Washington, #410
Portland, Oregon 97204
503-241-0543

The Honorable Charles S. Crookham,
Chair

Oregon Commission on the
Bicentennial of the Constitution

Multnomah County Circuit Court
Multnomah County Courthouse
Portland, Oregon 97204
503-248-5198

Claudia Burton

. (U.S. Constitution; Civil Liberties;
State Constitutions)

Willamette University College of
Law

Richard L. K. Collins
(American Constitutional Law;
individual Rights; Constitutional
History; Noted Jurists)

Willamette University College. of
Law

Stephen Kanter
(Constitutional Law and Criminal
law; Bili of Rights; Death
Penalty; Constitutional Theory)

Lewis and Clark law School

James R. Clonoski

(Supreme Court; Civil Rights and
Liberties; Presidency)

Political Science
University of Oregon



Susan ML Lessen
(Founding Period; Federalism;
Frederick Douglass; Judicial
Power; Fifth Amendment)

Political Science
Willamette University

Thomas D. Morris

(Constitutional/Legal History;
Civil Liberties; Slavery and the

Constitution)
History
Portland State University

James M. O'Fallon
(Constitutional Law; Jurisprudence)
Law
University of Oregon

Pennsylvania

Craig Eisendrath, Executive Director
Pennsylvania Humanities Council
401 N. Broad Street, #818
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19108
215-925-1005

The Honorable Samuel J. Roberts
Chairman

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
ConsisSion on the Bicentennial
of the U.S. Constitution

. Courthouse, Room 5, East Wing
Erie, Pennsylvania 16501
814-456-2006
or

Craig Eisendrath, Secretariat
Pennsylvania Humanities Council
215-925-1005

Thomas J. Baldino
Political Science
Juniata College

Philip J. Briggs
Political Science

East Stroudsburg University

Thaws C. Brogan
Political Science
Albright College

Francis N. Dawson
History
Penn State University--Fayette

James Baker Dannelly
History
Washington and Jefferson College

William Merrill Downer
Political Science
Thiel College

Gerald J. Fitzpatrick
Political Science
Ursinus College
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Michael A. Foley
Philosophy
Marywood College

John N. Gauger
Social Science
Lehigh County Community College

Ernest Giglio
Political Science
tycoming College

Jolyon F. Girard
History and Political Science
Cabrini College

Eugene V. Hickok, Jr,
Political Science
Dickinson College

Ellis Katz
Political Science
Temple University

Melvin A. Rebid'
Political Science
York College of Pennsylvania

Men-Tung Liu
Social Sciences
Point Park College

Michael Margolie
Political Science
University of Pittsburgh

V. Wesley McDonald
Political Science
Elizabethtown College

Kent F. Moors
Political Science
Duquesne University

Jeffrey B. Morris
Political Science
University of Pennsylvania

Joseph P. O'Grady
History
La Salle College

Howard A. Ohline
History
Temple University

Emmett E. Panzella
Social Sciences
Point Park College

Robert P. Rhodes
Political Science
Edinboro University

Michael G. Roskin
Political Science
Lycoming College

Steven C. Seyer
Social Sciences
Lehigh County Community College

Elegise Sleek,

History
Penn State University--Allentown
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D. Grier Stephenson
Government
Franklin and Marshall College

Gilbert Ware
History and Politics
Drexel University

George D. Wolf

American Studies and History
Penn State University--Capitol

Campus

F. Donald Zucker
Political Science
Ursinus College

Puerto Rico

Arturo Morales Carrion

Executive Director

Fundacion Puertorriquena de las
Humanidades

Apartado Postal 5 -4307
San Juan de Puerto Rico 00904
809-721-2087

Antonio J. Gonzalez
Attorney, Economist
University of Puerto Rico

Juan M. Garcia Passalacqua
Attorney, Journalist
The San Juan Star

David Heldfeld
- Attorney

Law School

University of Puerto Rico

Marcos Ramirez
Attorney
Hato Rey

Rhode Island

Thomas Roberts, Executive Director

Rhode Island Committee for the
Humanities

463 Broadway

Providence, Rhode Island 02909
401-273-2250

Dr. Patrick T. Conley, Chair
Rhode Island Bicentennial

Foundation
189 Wickenden Street

Providence, Rhode Island 02903

Snuth Carolina

Leland Cox, Executive Director

South Carolina Committee for the
Nemenities

P.O. Box 6925
Columbia, South Carolina 29260
003-738 -1850



P. Bradley Morrah, Jr., Chair
United States Constitution

Bicentennial Commission of
South Carolina

c/o Charles E. Lee
South Carolina Department of

Archives and History
1430 Senate Street
P.O. Box 11669

Columbia, South Carolina 29211
803 -158 -5816

South Dakota

John Whalen, Executive Director

South Dakota Committee on the
Humanities

Box 7050, University Station

Brookings, South Dakota 51001
605-688-6113

Tennessee

Robert Cheatham, Executive Director

Tennessee Committee for the
Humanities

P.O. Box 24/67
Nashville, Tennessee 37202
615-320-7001

J. Harvey Lomax

(Political Philosophy and
Constitutional Law)

Political Science
Memphis State University

Texas

James Veninga, Executive Director
Texas Committee for the Humanities
1604 Nueces
Austin, Texas 78701
512-473-8585

Aubrey Johnson

Director for Intergovernmental
Relations

P.O. Box 13561
Austin, Texas 78711

Harold M. Hyman

(American Constitutional and Legal
History; Civil Liberties; Crime;
Government Functions; Federalism;
Legal Institutions; Legal
Education; Law and Politics)

History
Rice University

Utah

Delmont Oswald, Executive Director
Utah Endowment for the Humanities
Ten West Broadway

Broadway Building, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
801-S31-7118
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Brinton R. Burbidge, Chairman

Governor's Wenissies on Lam and
Citizenship

330 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
801-943-0516
or

Eldon R. Tolman, Bicentennial
Education Director

State Capitol, Room 203
. Salt Lake City, Utah 84114

Gary Bryn&
(Public Law and Public Policy;
Constitution and Government

Regulation; Constitution and
Political Culture)

Political Science
Brigham Young University

Cele Durham

(Constitutional Law; Church and
State Relations)

J. Reuben Clark College of Law
Brigham Young University

Edwin B. Firnage

(Constitutional Law; The
Constitution
and the Environment; Comparative

Constitutional Law)
University of Utah College of Law

Wayne Hinton

(Western Americau History; Amerist's
Founding Fathers; Articles of
Confederation; The Constitutional
Convention)

Behavioral and Social Sciences
Southern Utah State College

Jean Lee

(Colonial and Revolutionary America;
Women in the Revolution)

History
University of Utah

Rex Lee

(Constitutional Law; Civil Rights;
First Amendment Federalism and
the Separation of Powers)

J. Reuben Clark College of Law
Brigham Young University

Wayne McCormick

(Constitutional Law; Federal Courts
and National Resources)

University of Utah College of Law

Michael Nicholls
(Early American History; Civil
Liberties; Bill of Rights;
Colonial Background of
Constitution)

History
Utah State University

Neil L. York
(Colonial and Early National; Social
Context of Revolutionary Ideology;
Causes and Consequences of the
Revolution; Formation of
Government)

History

Brigham Young University 65

Vermont

Victor Swenson, Executive Director
Vermont Council on the Humanities

and Public Issues
P.O. Box 58
Hyde Park, Vermont 05655
802-888-3183

Morris L. Simon

(Presidency; Federalist Era;

Federalist Papers; Drafting of
Constitution)

Political Science
University of Vermont

Virginia

Robert Vaughan, Executive Director

Virginia Foundation for the
Humanities

University of Virginia
1939 Ivy Road
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
804-924-3296

A.E. Dick Howard, Chair
Virginia Commission on the

Bicentennial of the United'
States Constitution

c/o 1".nothy O'Rourke
Institute of Government
207 Minor Hall
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
804-924-3396

V.V. Abbot
(18th Century American History)
History
University of Virginia

N. David Alexander
(Education and the Constitution)
Virginia Tech

Gregory T. Armstrong
(Church History; Church/State
Relations; Religious Pluralism;
First Amendment)

Religion
Sweet Briar College

Roger J. Bourdon
(Historical Background of
Constitution and the Convention)

History
Mary Washington College

David Cain
(Contemporary Theology)
Religion
Mary Washington College

Ellen West Capiz
(World History and Asian

History)
South Boston

Named C. Dingledine
(Virginia and the Constitution)
History
James Madison University



Stephen P. Halbrook
(Second and Fourteenth Amendments;
Right to Keep and Bear Arms;
Military Enforcement of Civil
Law; Standing Armies and the
Draft)

Attorney
Fairfax

ivy B. Hammond

(Church and State; Religion and
Politics)

Religion

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

J. I. Hayes

(The Bill of Rights and Judicial
Decisions; Historical Background
of the Convention and
Ratification)

History
Averett College

C. William Hill, Jr.
(Political Thought of the Founding

Period; Anti-Federalists;
John Taylor of Caroline)

Political Science
Roanoke College

Judith N. Hill

(Ethics/Political Philosophy)
Philosophy
George Mason University

Samuel L. Horst

(The Constitutional Convention
and Changing Interpretations)

Eastern Mennonite College

Ludwell N. Johnson, 111
(U.S. 1815-1865; State Sovereignty)
History

College of William and Mary

Sk MOM N. Jordan

(Philosophy of Law; 9th and
14th Amendments)

Philosophy

George Mason University

Charles A. Kennedy
(Religious Liberty)
Religion

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

All J. Mop, Jr.

(Founding Fathers; Framing of the
Constitution)

Old Dominion University

Ramsey Martin
Philosophy

_Washington and Lee University

Villiam M. O'Meara
(History of American Philosophy)
Philosophy and Religion
James Madison University

Merrill O. Peterson
(Jefferson; Early National;
Intellectual)

University of Virginia
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Eugene L. laser

(Origins and Development of Common
Law; English Constitutional
History)

History
Emory and Henry College

Robert G. Rogers

(Religious Belief and Constitutional
Rights; Separation of Church and
State)

Religion

Hampden-Sydney College

Taylor Sanders

(18th Century British History; Sir
Isaac Newton and the Constitution)

History

Washington and Lee University

George Shackelford
(Age of Washington and Jefferson;
Virginia History)

History

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

Melvin I. Urofsky
(20th Century American History;

Constitutional History)
History

Virginia Commonwcalth University

Virgin Islands

David J. Barzelay

Executive Director
Virgin Isla. Humanities Council
P.O. Box 1829
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801
809-774-4044

Washington

Washington Commission for the
Humanities

Olympia, Washington 98505
206-866-6510

Robert E. Mack, Chair

Constitution Committee
Washington Centennial Commission
111 West 21st Avenue

Olympia, Washington 98504
206-753-0177

Arthur Rester

(Constitutional History; Framers'
Intentions Regarding Foreign
Aff airs)

. History
University of Washington

Frank Conklin

(Constitutional History; Supreme
Court; Balance Among Congress/
President/Court)

Law
Donsaga Law School
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Margaret E. Fisher
University of Puget Sound School

of Law

Richard R. Johnson
(Colonial America; American

Revolution; Anglo-American
Constitutional Development)

History
University of Washington

Arval A. Morris

(Constitutional Law)
University of Washington School

of Law

Robert F. Utter
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Reprinted from this Constitution: A Bicentennial Chronicle, Winter, 1985,
published by Project '87 of the American Historical Association and the
American Political Science Associatior.

Chronology of Bicentennial Dates
from the End of the American Revolution
to the Ratification of the Bill of Rights

After the Continental Congress voted in favor of independence from Great Britain on July 2,1776, and adopted the Declaration of Independence on July 4, it took up the proposal of Richard
Henry Lee for a Irian of confederation." On July 12, 1776, a congressional committee presented
"Articles of Confederat:un and Perpetual Union," which the Congress debated for more than a year.
The body adopted the Articles of Confederation on November 15, 1777, and submitted them to the
thirteen states for rat(fication, which had to be unanintnus. By March 1, 1781, all the states had
given their assent. The Articles of Confederation gave 1;,-4ited powers to the federal government; im-
portant decisions required a super-majority of nine states. Congress could declare war and compact
peace, but could not levy taxes, or regulate trade between the states or between any state and a for-
eign country. AU amendments had to be' adopted without dissenting votes. In 1786, James Madison
described the Articles as "nothing more than a treaty of amity and of alliance between independent
and sovereign states." As attempts to amend the Articles proved fruitless, and interstate disputes
ever commercial matters multiplied, the weaknesses of the Articles of Confederation as a fundamen-
tal charter became apparent. The mat-',, toward a new form of government began.

September 3, 1783: Articles of Peace ending hos-
tilities between Great Britain and the United States
are signed by Britain in Paris.
November 25, 1783: British troops evacuate New
York City.

December 23, 1783: George Washington resigns
his commission as commander-in-chief of Ameri-
can forces and takes leave "of all the employments
of public life."
March 25-28, 1785: MOUNT VERNON CONFER-
ENCE. George Washington hosts a meeting at
Mount Vernon of four commissioners from Mary-
land and four from Virginia to discuss problems re-
lating to the navigation of the Chesapeake Bay and
the Potomac River. After negotiating agreements,
the commissioners recommend to their respective
legislatures that annual conferences be held on
commercial matters and that Pennsylvania be invit-
ed to join Maryland and Virginia to discuss linking
the Chesapeake and the Ohio River.
January 16, 1786: Virginia's legislature adopts a
statute for religious freedom, originally drafted by
Thomas Jefferson and .. 'roduced by James Madi-
son. The measure protects Virginia's citizens
against compulsion to attend or support any
church and against discrimination'based upon reli-
gious belief. The law serves as a model for ' ,e
First Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion.
January 21, 1786: Virginia's legislature invites all
the states to a September meeting in Annapolis to
discuss commercial problems.

Principal Sources: Richard B. Morris, ed. Encyclopedia of American History (New York:Harper & Row, 1976); Samuel Eliot Morison, The Oxford History of the American People (NewYork: Oxford University Press, 1965).
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August 7, 1786: The Congress of the Confedera-
tion considers a motion offered by Charles Pinck-
ney of South Carolina to amend the Articles of
Confederation in order to give Congress more con-
trol over foreign affairs and interstate commerce.
Because amendments to the Articles require the
unanimous consent of the states, an unlikely even-
tuality, Congress declines to recommend the
changes.
September 11-14, 1786: ANNAPOLIS CONVEN-
TION. New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsyl-
vania and Virginia send a total of twelve delegates
to the conference which had been proposed by Vir-
ginia in January to discuss commercial matters.
(New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
North Carolina send delegates but they fail to ar-
rive in time.) The small attendance makes discus-
sion of commercial matters fruitless. On Septem-
ber 14, the convention adopts a resolution drafted
by Alexander Hamilton asking all the states to
send representatives to a new convention to be
held in Philadelphia in May of 1787. This meeting
will not be limited to commercial matters but will
address all issues necessary "w render the consti-
tution of the Federal Government adequate to the
exigencies of the Union."
February 4, 1787: THE END OF SHAYS' REBEL-
LION. General Benjamin Lincoln, leading a contin-
gent of 4,400 soldiers enlisted by the Massachu-
setts governor, routs the forces of Daniel Shays. A
destitute farmer, Shays had organized a rebellion
against the Massachusetts government, which had
failed to take action to assist the state's depressed
farm population. The uprisings, which had begun
in the summer of 1786, are completely crushed by
the end of February. The Massachusetts legisla-
ture, however, enacts some statutes to assist debt-
ridden farmers. The disorder fuels concern about
the need for an effective central government.
February 21, 1787: The Congress of the Confed-
eration cautiously endorses the plan adopted at
the Annapolis Convention for a new meeting of
delegates from the states "for the sole and express
purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation
and reporting to Congress and the several legisla-
tures such alterations and provisions therein."
May 25, 1787: OPENING OF THE CONSTITU-
TIONAL CONVENTION. On May 25, a quorum of
delegates from seven states arrives in Philadelphia
in response to the call from the Annapolis Conven-
tion, and the meeting convenes. Ultimately, repre-
sentatives from all the states but Rhode Island at-
tend. Of the 55 participants, over half are lawyers,

and 29 have attended college. The distinguished
public figures include George Washington, James
Madison, Benjamin Franklin, George Mason, Gou-
verneur Mortis, James Wilson, Roger Sherman and
Elbridge Gerry.
May 29, 1787: VIRGINIA PLAN PROPOSED. On
the fifth day of the meeting, Edmund Randolph, a
delegate from Virginia, offers 15 resolutions mak-
ing up the "Virginia Plan" of Union. Rather than
amending the Articles of Confederation, the pro-
posal describes a completely new organization of
government, including a bicameral legislature
which represents the states proportionately, with
the lower house elected by the people and the up-
per house chosen by the lower body from nomi-
nees proposed by the state legislatures; an execu-
tive chosen by the legislature; a judiciary branch;
and a council composed of the executive and
members of the judiciary branch with a veto over '
legislative enactments.
June 15, 1787: NEW JERSEY PLAN PROPOSED.
Displeased by Randolph's plan which placed the
smaller states in a disadvantaged position, William
Patterson proposes instead only to modify the Arti-
cles of Confederation. The New Jersey plan gives
Congress power to tax and to regulate foreign and
interstate commerce and establishes a plural exec-
utiv! (without veto power) and a supreme court.
June 19, 1787: After debating all the proposals,
the Convention decides not merely to amend the
Articles of Confederatic but to devise a new na-
tional government. The question of equal versus
proportional representation by states in the legisla-
ture now becomes the focus of the debate.
June 21. 1787: The Convention adopts a two-
year Lerm for representatives.
June 26, 1787: The Convention adopts a six-year
term for Senators.
July 12, 1787: THE CONNECTICUT COMPRO-
MISE(I). Based upon a pror,:c,! wade by Roger
Sherman of Connecticut, the Constitutional Con-
vention agrees that representation in the lower
house should be proportional to a slate's popula-
tion (the total of free resident;, ("excluding Indians
not taxed") and three-fifths of ''rs1; other persons,"
i.e., slaves).
July 13, 1787: NORTHWEST ORDINANCE. While
the Constitutional Convention meets in Philadel-
phia, the Congress of the Confederation crafts an-
other governing instrument for the territory north
of the Ohio River. The Northwest Ordinance, writ-
ten largely by Nathan Dane of Massachusetts, pro-
vides for interim governance of the territory by
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congressional appointees (a governor, secretary
and three judges), the creation of a bicameral leg-
islature when there are 5,000 free males in the ter-
ritory, and; ultimately, the establishment of three
to five states on an equal footing with the states al-
ready in existence. Freedom of worship, right to
trial by jury, and public education are guaranteed,
and slavery prohibited.
July 16, 1787: THE CONNECTICUT COMPRO-
MISE (II). The Convention agrees that each state
-hould be represented equally in the upper cham-
ber.
August 6, 1787: The five-man committee appoint-
ed to draft a constitution based upon 23 "funda-
mental resolutions" drawn up by the convention
between July 19 and July 26 submits its document
which contains 23 articles.
August 6-September 10, 1787: THE GREAT DE-
BATE. The Convention debates the draft constitu-
tion.
August 16, 1787: The Convention grants to Con-
gress the right to regulate foreign trade and inter-
state commerce.
August 25, 1787: The Convention agrees to pro-
hibit Congress from banning the foreign slave
trade for twenty years.
August 29, 1787: The Convention agrees to the
fugitive slave clause.
September 6, 1787: The Convention adopts a
four-year term for the president.
September 8, 1787: A five-man committee, com-
prising William Samuel Johnson (chair), Alexander
Hamilton, James Madison, Rufus King and Gouver-
neur Morris, is appointed to prepare the final draft.
September 12, 1787: The committee submits the
draft, written primarily by Gouverneur Morris, to
the Convention.
September 13-15, 1787: The Convention exam-
ine the draft clause by clause and makes a few
changes.
September 17,.1787: All twelve state delegations
vote approval of the document. Thirty-nine of the
forty-two delegates present sign the engrossed
copy, and a letter of transmittal to Congress is
drafted. The Convention formally adjourns.
September 20, 1787: Congress receives the pro-
posed Constitution.
September 26-27, 1787: Some representatives
seek to have Congress censure the Convention for
failing to abide by Congress' instructi ,n only to re-
vise the Articles of Confederation.
September 28, 1787: Congress resolves to submit
the Constitution to special state ratifying conven-

Lions. Article VII of the document stipulates that it
will become effective when ratified by nine states.
October 27, 1787: The first Federalist paper ap-
pears in New York City newspapers, one of 85 to
argue in favor of the adoption of the new frame of
government. Written by Alexander Hamilton,
James Madison and John Jay, the essays attempt
to counter the arguments of Antifederalists, who
fear a strong centralized national government.
December 7, 1787: Delaware ratifies the Consti-
tution, the first state to do so, by unanimous vote.
December 12, 1787: Pennsylvania ratifies the
Constitution in the face of considerable opposition.
The vote in convention is 46 to 23.
December 18, 1787: New Jersey ratifies unani-
mously.
January 2, 1788: Georgia ratifies unanimously.
January 9, 1788: Connecticut ratifies by a vote of
128 to 40.
February 6, 1788: The Massachusetts convention
ratifies by a close vote of 187 to 168, after vigorous
debate. Many Antifederalists, including Sam Ad-
ams, change sides after Federalists propose nine
amendments, including one which would reserve
to the states all powers not "expressly delegated"
to the national government by the Constitution.
March 24, 1788: Rhode Island, which had refused
to send delegates to the Constitutional Convention,
declines to call a state convention and holds a
popular referendum instead. Federalists do not
participate, and the voters reject the Constitution,
2708 to 237.
April 28, 1788: Maryland ratifies by a vote of 63
to 11.
May 23, 1788: South Carolina ratifies by a vote of
149 to 73.
June 21, 1788: New Hampshire becomes the
ninth state to ratify, by a vote of 57 to 47. The con-
vention proposes twelve amendments.
June 25, 1788: Despite strong opposition led by
Patrick Henry, Virginia ratifies the Constitution by
89 to 79. James Madison leads the fight in favor.
The convention recommends a bill of rights, com-
posed of twenty articles, in addition to twenty fur-
ther changes.
July 2, 1788: The President of Congress, Cyrus
Griffin of Virginia, announces that the Constitution
has been ratified by the requisite nine states. A
committee is appointed to prepare for the change
in government.
July 26, 1788: New York ratifies by vote of 30 to

'27 after Alexander Hamilton delays action, hoping
that news of ratification from New Hampshire and
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Virginia would influence Antifederalist sentiment.
August 2, 1788: North Carolina declines to ratify
until the addition to the Constitution of a bill of
rights.
September 13, 1788: Congress selects New York
as the site of the new government and chooses
dates for the appointment of and balloting by pres-
idential electors, and for the meeting of the first
Congress under the Constitution.
September 30, 1788: Pennsylvania chooses its
two senators, Robert Morris and William Maclay,
the first state to do so. Elections of senators and
representatives continue through August 31, 1790,
when Rhode Island concludes its elections.
October 10, 1788: The Congress of the Confeder-
ation transacts its last official business.
January 7, 1789: Presidential electors are chosen
by ten of the states that have ratified the Constitu-
tion (all but New York).
February 4, 1789: Presidential electors vote;
George Washington is chosen as president, and
John Adams as vice- president.
March 4, 1789: The first Congress convenes in
New York, with eight senators and thirteen repre-
sentatives in attendance, and the remainder en
route.
April 1, 1789: The House of Representatives, with
30 of its 59 members present, elects Frederick A.
Muhlenberg of Pennsylvania to be its speaker.
April 6, 1789: The Senate, with 9 of 22 senators
in attendance, chooses John Langdon of New
Hampshire as temporary presiding officer.
April 30, 1789: George Washington is inaugurated
as the nation's first president under the Constitu-
tion. The oath of office is administered by Robert
R. Livingston, chancellor of the State of New York,
on the balcony of Federal Hall, at the corner of
Wall and Broad Streets in New York City.
July 27, 1789: Congress establishes the Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs (later changed to Depart-
ment of State).
August 7, 1789: Congress establishes the War De-
partment.
September 2, 1789: Congress establishes the
Treasury Department.
September 22, 1789: Congress creates the office
of Postmaster General.
September 24, 1789: Congress passes the Feder-
al Judiciary Act, which provides for a chief justice
and five associate justices of the Supreme Court
and which establishes three circuit courts and thir-
teen district courts. It also creates the office of the
Attorney General.

September 25, 1789: Congress submits to the
states twelve amendments to the Constitution, in
response to the five state ratifying conventions
that had emphasized the need for immediate
changes.
November 20, 1789: New Jersey ratifies ten of
the twelve amendments, the Bill of Rights, the first
state to do so.
November 21, 1789: As a result of congressional
action to amend the Constitution, North Carolina
ratifies the original document, by a vote of 194 to
77.
December 19, 1789: Maryland ratifies the Bill of
Rights.
December 22. 1789: North Carolina ratifies the
Bill of Rights.
January 25, 1790: New Hampshire ratifies the
Bill of Rights. -
January 28, 1790: Delaware ratifies the Bill of
Rights.
February 24, 1790: New York ratifies the Bill of .
Rights.
March 10, 1790: Pennsylvania ratifies the Bill of
Rights.
May 29, 1790: Rhode Island ratifies the Constitu-
tion, by a vote of 34 to 32.
June 7; 1790: Rhode Island ratifies the Bill of
Rights.
July 16, 1790: George Washington signs legisla-
tion selecting the District of Columbia as the per-
manent national capital, to be occupied in 1800.
Philadelphia will house the government in the in-
tervening decr.le.
December 6, 1790: All three branches of govern-
ment assemble in Philadelphia.
January 10, 1791: Vermont ratifies the Constitu-
tion.
March ! 1791: Vermont is admitted to the Union
as the fourteenth state.
November 3, 1791: Vermont ratifies the Bill of
Rights.
December 15, 1791: Virginia ratifies the Bill of
Rights, making it part of the United States Consti-
tution.

Three of the original thirteen states did not ratify
the Bill of Rights until the 150th anniversary of
its submission to the states. Massachusetts rati-
fied on March 2, 1939; Georgia on March '8,
1939; and Connecticut on April 19, 1939.
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Reprinted from this Constitution: A Bicentennial Chronicle, Winter, 1985,
published by Project '87 of the American Historical Association and the
American Political Science Association.

An Introductory Bibliography to American
Constitutional History
by KERMIT L. HALL

Since its creation, the American Constitution
has stimulated a steady stream of literature
about both its history and operation. This bib-

liography is an introduction to that vast literature.
It is selective in the truest sense of the word. The
numbers of books devoted to the Constitution run
into the thousands; writings in history and political
science journals and law reviews are even more
extensive. This brief bibliography should nonethe-
less have value for teachers of American history
and civics and the general reading public curious
about our constitutional history. A fuller listing of
the historical literature on the Constitution, espe-
cially that available in article form, can be found in
Kermit L Hall, comp., A Comprehensive Bibliog-
raphy of American Constitutional and Legal
History, 5 vols. (Millwood, N.Y., Kraus Thomson
International, 1984).

Creation of the Constitution and the Founding

Bailyn, Bernard. The Ideological Origins 9f the
American Revolution (Cambridge: Belknap Press
of Harvard University Press, 1967).

A penetrating analysis of the ideas that shaped
both the revolutionary era's politics and the devel-
opment of a distinctive form of American constitu-
tionalism. Bailyn identifies English republican writ-
ers as the chief source of American constitutional
thought.

Becker, Carl L The Declaration ofIndependence:
A Study in the History of Political Ideas (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1956 (1st ed., 1922).)

An indispensable introduction to the text of the
Declaration of Independence. Becker believed that
the ideas of Johr. Locke shaped not only the Decla-
ration but the American Constitution, a nosition
hotly disputed in Garry Wills, Inventing America:
Jefferson's Declaration of Independence (Garden
City, New Ybrlc: Doubleday & Company, 1978).
Wills contends that Locke counted for little and
that the ideas of the Scottish Moral Enlightenment
better explain the Declaration.

Bowen, Catherine Drinker. Miracle at Philadel-
phia: The Story of the Constitutional Conven-
tion, May to September 1787 (Boston: Little,
Brown & Co., 1966).

A highly readable and reliable account of the
day-to-day events in the Constitutional Convention.

Brant, Irving. The Bill of Rights; Its Origin and
Meaning (New York: New American Library, 1967
(paperback); Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965
(hardback)).

A history of the Bill of Rights from its begin-
nings to the recent past. Brant, who was also the
biographer of James Madison, offers valuable in-
sights into the intellectual background of the
founding era. On the politics of the Bill of Rights, a
fascinating subject in its own right, see: Robert A.
Rutland, The Birth of the Bill of Rights, 1776-
1791 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1955).

Corwin, Edward D. The "Higher Law" Back-
ground of American Constitutional Law (Ithaca,
N.f.: Cornell University Press, 1955).

An eloquent introduction to the idea of the Con-
stitution as "Higher Law." From the time of its first
publication in the Harvard Law Review in 1929
this exploration of the remote sources of the
American Constitution has been one of the most
universally admired and heavily used essays in the
history of constitutional law and -,olitical thought.

Levy, Leonard W. ed. Essays on the Making of
the Constitution (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1969).

A fascinating collection of some of the best writ-
ing "n the political and social forces, as well as the
philosophical notions, that shaped the Constitu-
tion. The ess.lys range from Charles Beard's fam-
ous "economic" interpretation of the Convention
to Stanley M. Elkins and Eric McKitrick's provoca-
tive analysis of the relationship of the framers'
youth to their continental vision.
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McDonald, Forrest. We the People: The Econom-
ic Origins of the Constitution (Chicago: Universi-
ty of Chicago Press, Midway Reprint Series, 1976
[1st ed. 1958]).

The most convincing attack on the Beard thesis.
McDonald shows that the framers operated under
a complex set of motives and that the factions in
the Constitutional Convention were a good deal
more fluid than Beard had believed.

Morris, Richard B. Seven Who Shaped Our Desti-
ny (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1973).

A lively account of the most important figures in
the revolutionary era and the creation of the Con-
stitution. Biographical in nature, but filled with in-
sights about the development of American atti-
tudes toward liberty and authority.

Rakove, Jack N. The Beginnings of National
Politics: An Interpretive History of the Conti-
nental Congress (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1979).

A clearly written and forcefully argued account
of why the Articles of Confederation eventually
gave way to the Constitution. Certainly the best ac-
count of political activity leading to the calling of
the Constitutional Convention.

Wood, Gordon S. The Creation of the American
Republic, 1776-1787 (New York: W. W. Norton,
1972 [1st ed., 1969]).

One of the most important books ever written
about the Constitution. Wood stresses the inherent
conservatism of the Federalists in writing the Con-
stitution, and he also shows that they made a dis-
tinctive contribution to western political thought
through republican ideology.

The Nineteenth Century

Beth, Loren P. The American Constitution, 1877-
1917 (New York: Harper & Row, 1971).

A volume in the New American Nation Series,
this book provides the single best synthesis of con-
stitutional developments during these years. Beth,
a political scientist, does particularly well at relat-
ing institutional developments to broad changes in
constitutional policy-making by the Supreme
Court.

Fehrenbacher, Don E. The Dred Scott Case; Its
Significance in American Law and Politics
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1978).

A brilliant examination of one of this nation's
most famous constitutional law cases. This Pulitzer
Prize-winning study probes the issues of slavery,
the coming of the Civil War, and the meaning of
judicial power in our constitutional order.

Hyman, Harold, and William Wiecek. Equal Jus-
tice Under Law: Constitutional Development
1835-1875 (New York: Harper & Row, 1982).

A Scholarly study filled with insights based on
the most recent historical writing. The authors an-
alyze extensively the 13th, 14th, and 15th amend-
ments, and they argue provocatively that the signif-
icance of each must be understood in relationship
to the others.

Levy, Leonard W. Legacy of Suppression: Free-
dom of Speech and Press in Early American
History (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1960).

A critical assessment of the early struggles over
freedom of speech and press, particularly the atti-
tudes which fueled the famous Alien and Sedition
Acts. Levy gives low marks to the Jeffersonians as
well as the Federalists on matters of civil liberties.

Newmyer, R. Kent. The Supreme Court under
Marshall and Taney (New York: Crowell, 1968).

A readable synthesis of the work of the Marshall
and Taney Courts which stresses their fundamen-
tal nationalism. It is also a good introduction to
the basic workings of the Supreme Court.

Stites, Francis N. John Marshall: Defender of the
Constitution (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1981).

A brief, highly readable account of the nation's
greatest Supreme Court justice. It also provides an
excellent sense of the interaction of law and poli-
tics in the early Republic.

The Twentieth Century

Carter, Dan T. Scottsboro: A Tragedy of the
American South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1979 [1st ed., 1969]).

A fascinating analysis of the famous Scottsboro,
Alabama rape case and the problem of Southern
racism during the 1930s. The book is especially im-
portant in relating the constitutional commitment
to fair trial and the right to counsel in the context
of super-heated social tensions.

Conner, Richard C. The Supreme Court and the
Second Bill of Rights (Madison, Wisconsin: The
University of Wisconsin Press, 1981).

A systematic description of the nationalization
of the Bill of Rights through decisions of the Su-
preme Court. Conner explains how the Supreme
Court interpreted the "due process" clause of the
14th amendment to mean that ...11e Bill of Rights,
originally a limitation only on the federal govern-
mert, also protected individuals against state gov-
eminent actor..

Kluger, Richard. Simple Justice: The History of
Brown v. Board of Education and Black Ameri-
ca's Struggle for Equality (New York: Vintage,
1977).

A fascinating account of the battle against segre-
gated schools. Kluger starts with Reconstruction
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and ends with the civil rights turbulence of the
1960s. Particularly good in explaining the litigation
strategy pursued by the NAACP's Legal Defense
Fund in Brown and other civil rights cases.

Kutler, Stanley I. The American Inquisition: Jus-
tice and Injustice in the Cold War (New York:
Hill and Wan& 1982).

A provocative yet balanced analysis of the inter-
action of anticommunism and constitutional values
during the Cold War. Kutler draws expertly on
case studies to drive home the personal and insti-
tutional consequences of political persecution.

Lewis, Anthony. Gideon's Trumpet (New York:
Random House, 1964).

A highly readable account of the Supreme
Court's 1962 landmark decision in Gideon v. Wail
wright. The Court extended the right to counsel to
the poor, and Lewis shows forcefully how human
actors in the constitutional process contributed to
the development of this important right-

Murphy, Paul L The Constitution in Crisis
Times, 1918-1969 (New York: Harper & Row,
1972).

An historical overview of constitutional develop-
ment:: with emphasis given to their social and cul-
tural roots. Murphy gives heavy, but not exclusive,
attention to the emergence of civil liberties and
civil rights.

General

Berger, Raoul. Government by Judiciary: The
Transformation of the Fourteenth Amendment
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1977).

A trenchant attack on the Supreme Court's de-
velopment of the 14th amendment. Berger throws
darts at all of the twentieth-century liberal propo-
nents of an activist judiciary. He hits the target of-
ten enough to make the book important, although
flawed.

Bickel., Alexander M. The Least Dangerous
Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Poli-
tics (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co. Inc., 1962).

A brief, forceful meditation on the relationship
of the Supreme Court to the two other branches.
Bickel carefully defines the limited role of judicial
review in the American system while simulta-
neously arguing that the principled nature of
American constitutionalism depends upon judicial
power.

Burns, James MacGregor. The Deadlock of De-
mocracy: Four Party Politics in America (En-
glewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963).

A penetrating discussion of the divisions within
American political parties between their executive
and legislative wings. Bums, one of the nation's
foremost political scientists, brings a sharp analyti-

cal sense to the practical operation of parties in
the American constitutional system.

Kelly, Alfred H., Winifred A. Harbison, and Herman
Betz. The American Constitution: Its Origins
and Development, 6th ed. (New York: W. W. Nor-
ton & Co., 1983 [1st ed., 1948)).

The 6th edition is newly revised and rewritten. It
provides a sweeping and detailed examination of
the development of American constitutionalism
from its English origins to the present It also con-
tains an excellent annotated bibliography.

McCloskey, Robert G. The American Supreme
Court (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1960).

A lucid account of the development of the Su-
preme Court and its power of judicial review. Al-
though the book covers only the period through
the 1950s, it remains perhaps the single best intro-
duction to the history of the Court

McLaughlin, Andrew C. The Foundations of
American Constitutionalism (New York: New
York University Press, 1932).

A brief, lively analysis of the historical origins of
the principle of constitutionalism. McLaughlin em-
phasizes the role of New Englanders in transform-
ing seventeenth- and eighteenth-century ideas into
workable frames of government

Schlesinger, Arthur M., Jr. The Imperial Presiden-
cy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973).

A shrewd analysis of the growth of presidential
power written from the perspective of Richard
Nixon and the Watergate disaster. Schelsinger deft-
ly blends the development of constitutional law
with political drama and international relations.

White, G. Edward. The American Judicial Tradi-
tion: Profiles of Leading American Judges (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1976).

White skillfully puts biography into the service
of constitutional and legal history through an ex-
amination of the lives of the nation's most promi-
nent judges. Its panoramic coverage provides a
sense of change within unity in the American judi-
cial tradition.

Suggested additional bibliographical sources:
Earlean M. McCamck. ed. U. S. Constitution: A Guide to In-

formation Sources. Gale Research Company. 1980.
Stephen M. Milieu, ed. A Selected Bibliography of American

Constitutional History. ABC/Clio Press, 1975.

Kermit L Hall is professor of history and law at the Uni-
versity of Florida. He has held grants from the National
Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the
Humanities, and he is the author of The Rule el Law ix
American History (forthcoming from Oxford University
Press). He is currently engaged in a study of the impact
of popular election on state judicial decision - making.
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WHY THIS GUIDE? STEP 1. KNOW YOUR PROJECT
Name plates and mikes are in place on
your table on stage The speakers and
moderator are there Chairs for a hun-
dred participants are set up You open
the door . . . and ten people show.

Why' The weather" Poor location?
Competing events" Or is It just t.assi-
ble that only ten people came because
only ten who were interested in your
project had heard about the program.

This Guide is prepared to help State
Humanities Council grant recipients who
have had limited experience in publicity
avoid aN those empty chairs

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Step 1. Know Your Project 1

Step 2 Know Your Audience 1

Step 3 Check Your Channels
and Tools for Pubticity 1

Step 4 Prepare Your Publicity
Schedule 4

Step 5. Go Into Acticn 5
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Step 6 Close the Books 7
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Saying Thank You 8

Appendix
Examples of Publicity
Stories .. .. .. .. ... 9
Examples of Radio Spots 13
Sample Fliers 14

Resources 15
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Publicity that succeeds depends first
of all on knowing what you have to of-
fer And one of the best ways to make
sure you do know is to distill your pro-
ject's subject and purpose into a single
pithy paragraph

Your grant application project der,:rip-
lion is a good place to start Study it
carefully, make a brief list of the high-
lights: then distill them, into two or
three mealy sentences. Add place.
lime, and Lnonsors.

Post this guide over your desk It's
what you want to lett people about.
what you want them to remember and
act on Engrave it in your mind as you
start your promotion campaign and
hold it there throughout

When you depart from it. you may well
be diluting your pulling power

STEP 2. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
Forget that loose term General Public
It means everybody and describes
nobody.

Instead, think hard about your public
. . the people you know who will be
interested in your project Make a list of
their principal ir,terests, how much they
know about your suhiecl. and why you
think they would want to know more

Where do they live" What do they do
with thew free time" What radio and TV
do they like' Where and at what do

they work 7 Do they have misunder-
standings of your subject' Where can
you "ind them: football games.
schools, churches, concerts, summer
festivals. shopping malls? Do they be-
long to clubS, unions, professional
Societies. social or service groups"

With answers to questinns like these,
you'll know exactly what the people
you want to reach need to know about
your project and where to reach them
And the answers will gel you ready to
start on Step 3.

STEP 3. CHECK YOUR CHANNELS
AND TOOLS FOR PUBLICITY

You can use lots of time and money on
your campaign and maybe stilt find
those 90 chairs vacant if your pubtocity
plans lack focus, or you can keep on
target and run your campaign effect-
ively and at reasonable cost Once you
have mastered Step 2 you-re ready for
3. deciding on the best ways to
Mach the audience you've selected.

and what publicity tools you're going
to use

Your first move is to select "carriers"
for your messages Newspapers, radio-
TV, fliers, specialized publications. or
something else Comparative cost is
one factor, but more important Is your
decision on which of the medp your
audience is most likely to pay attention 78



to, and which media will be Interested
In your project. You wouldn't send
news release on the political attitudes
01 the aging to a top -forty radio station.
but it might be parlayed into line
panel show for an educational TV
station.

You may decide to concentrate on one
kind of medium; more likely you won't
want to put all your efigs into one bask-
et. You have many options You pro-
bably won't use them all. Here are
some things you ought to know about
the generally available ones:

Newspapers . . . Above Nil, news-
papers want news . . . dependable
facts about current events that will in-
terest es many people as possible. Note
the words facts, current, and interest.
The first means accurate and highly
specific statements about actual e-
vents You tell the editor what the pro-
ject is about, who the speakers are.
where it will be given, exactly when
and why if the reason is signilicent or
Interesting.

You do not tell him it will be inspiring,
educational, or earth-shaking The
facts must speak for themselves. You
don't sell them by argument or using
your "influence." They must be current
. . . not last year or next, but what's
happening now 1 hey must clearly
have interest for at lent an identifiabig
segment of the particular newspaper's
audience

Every newspaper has its own special
interest areas . . political, geo-
graphic. social, economic Make sure
that your release goes to a paper that
uses your kind of material And note,
there are different types ol papers

Dailies . . . The bigger the paper the
bigger its audience; the bigger must be
the event it reports. Big-city dailies
rarely report small club meetings
Competition is heavy for limited news
space Daily papers' deadlines come
along every 24 hours. They are often
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departmentalized Some sections may
welcome your offerings, others could
not care less. Note that many big paper
"Events" columns list happenings by
name, location and date. Don't under-
estimate their pulling power, even
though the listings are brlel.

Weeklies . . . Most weeklies cover
relatively small areas, often with homo-
geneous or special-interest readership
This means that they use stories of local
interest and go into greater detail than
the big-city dailies. They are deeply In-
terested in lots of names . . . country
weeklies. are known for their "Person-
nels" and "What's Doing" columns.

Other Publications . . . Don't
forget that lot just about every organ-
ization there is special publication
. . . church, professional, busiaess,
educational, cultural. and on and on
According to the character of your
project select the newsletters, house
organs. or monthly bulletins that reach
the particular audience you want You
will find many such publications more
than eager to gel news they can't collect
for themselves. Many have special col-
umns or departments just for your type
of material.

Radio and Television . . .

Broadcasting news time is counted in
minutes and seconds. rather than col-
umns This means that it uses news
stories that have wide, general appeal
and little material which has a relatively
limited interest. Nevertheless, it is ollen
possible to find radio station (less

.commonly TV outlet) to which your
kind of project or subject matter will
appeal Study available stations care -
lully And, as in dealing with newspa-
pers. try to make personal contact with
the news or program managers before
submitting material In addition to the
news approach to events. all radio sta-
tions carry public service nnounce-
ments These are 10-to-30-second spot
announcements Be sure to call radio
stations Wore sendinc, totems.
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Stations differ on deadlines and lormat
requirements.

On-mike or on-screen Interviews often
interest broadcasters, especially when
..uch Interviews can count as public ser-
vice time for the station. But be sure
your speakers will be good interview
material and your subjects interesting
before you oner them to the broadcast
media. And you need to arrange them
six weeks or more In advance, as a rule.

A TIP ON APPROACHING ALL KINDS
OF MEDIA:

Personal contact with the city editor
on newspapers or the news editor In
broadcast stations may do two things:
let you know II the paper or station Is
Interested, and toil you whether you
should put your molt/fiat in a publish-
able or alrable form, or in a fact sheet.
Many editors prefer last sheets.

Direct Mail . . . This is one of
American's most widely used adver-
tising channels . . . but one C the
most misused. Here are some of the
things you should think of:
1. The mailing list. You have to be

sure. II you don't want to waste lot
01 time and money, that your list Is
up-to -date and accurate. Usually
you can get such lists from organi-
zations, Institutions, or clubs al
little or no cost. You can buy lists
from commercial lirms, but the
price may score you. You ca.. -J-
velop a small list yoursell, at con-
siderable Wirt. The minimum re-
quirement for a ilst: correct names,
addresses, zip codes, and an as-
surance of recent updating.

2. The message. It may be an an-
nouncement or invitation only, or It
may include registrotion or ticket
order forms or other information.
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You may want to include return
addressed envelope. In any case,
your text should be attractively ex-
pressed, brief and to the point.

3. Style and illustration. The prose
style should reflect the character
01 the event it describes . . .

slang (but not inlormality) would
be out of place In a description of a
symposium on historical preserva-
tion. Illustrations help make a mail-
ing piece attractive and, if wisely
selected, help tell the story.

4. Manner. Do you plan to use a "per-
sonal" letter, with Individual salu-
tation? II you do, will the name look
like the rest of the letter? WM you
sign it by hand, or use a printed
signature? The more of these nice-
ties you choose, the greater your
cost in dollars and hours. They are
hardly practical for mailings of
more than a few hundred. II your
list is more than SOO, you better
settle for bulk mailings. Check ear-
ly with the Post Office lot repute-.
lions, sorting, bagging and fee re-
quirements.

Fliers . . . These are usually printed
announcements no larger than regular
business letter paper, SR x 11 inches.
They can be circulated by malt, by
hand door to door, posted on bulletin
boards, handed out to groups, en-
closed In other mailings and in pro-
grams for other events. Avoid letting
them look cheep . . . use a 20-pound
paper. good typography, and !Metre-
don If it adds to or explains your mes-
sage. And avoid trying to my too much
. . . hold the copy to essentials.

Finally: be sure your distribution sys-
tem is the best, which often is the least
expensive, you can arrange. Fliers can
sometimes be enclosed In regular
mailings ol clubs, retail MOM, utility
companies or other orgenizallons you
can Interest In promoting your pro-
gram.
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School children can be hired at low
cost for door to door delivery if your
coverage area is small.

Fasten . Good posters, well-
designed and professionally produced,
may be the quickest way you can reach
people. But they have to speak their
piece fast, for their readers are on the
move. Keep them attractive, eyecatch-
ing, and straight to the point. And pay
attention to where you put them. You
need heavy pedestrian traffic to makes
poster worthwhile. And a poster that
competes with other posters, Is poorly
it or at the wrong level for easy visi-
bility gets lost. In many places you
must get permission to put up your
poster.

Displays .. . A poor display Is
worn than no display. A good one, Ma
bank. a store window. a theater or pub-
lic lobby, can be golden. But the dis-
play must be well-des'ined; it can be
costly because it usually demands pro-
fessional talent. It generally stands
alone, so it's readily visible. But space
Is often booked mor' In advance, so
plan ahead.

The Telephone . You can use
this handy instrument to advantage or
you can lose friends with it. If you de-
cide to stage a phone campaign, main!
It a limited Ins. Select your audience
carefully and make It as personal as
possible. The people you call should
know the caller, or something about
the caller, co, at the very least, have a
known interest in the project. The wide
use of the phone (now even by com-
puters) for advertising has annoyed
thousands of Americans. So be
careful,

Speakers ... If you have plenty of
lead time to arrange a schedule, good
speakers and a subject that will Interest
a lot of people, you will be welcomed
by dozens of groups looking for
speakers for their regular meetings.

Service clubs such as Lions or Zonta,
business groups, women's clubs,
church organizations, PTA's, and
scores of others are good possibldiles.
Be sure your speakers are good oefore
you send them out. And warr them not
to talk too long; 20 minutes is often
adequate and 40 often No much. And
remember, clubs schedule speakers
well ahead of time.

STEP 4. PREPARE YOUR PUBLICITY
SCHEDULE

Gel your publicity schedule down in
black and white so there is no misun-
derstanding about what and when
things are to be done and who are to do
them Whether the work is handled by
one person or a full committee, every-
one should know what and when.

Everything must be channeled through
one responsible person. Thus you
avoid duplication, confusion. misun-
derstanding and, above all, Irritation of
the media people whose cooperation is
so vital to you.
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Before committing your final schedule
to paper, be sure all speakers, loca-
tions. facilities, and dales have been
confirmed Also check for conflicting
events or holidays that could influenie
either attendance or the availability of
newspaper and broadcasting coverage.
You may not be able to do anything
about some conflicts, but. If you know
about them, you can make plans
accordingly.

In order to make definite assignments,
you need to know the deadlines of the
media you hope to use. Phone the

newspaper city editor or the radio -TV
news director to get this information.
Remember that no two are alike and
,het some arrangements, for material
in Sunday paper or a special depart-
ment, for instance, must be made at
least a week in advance. Broadcasters
need even longer advance notice, six
weeks to several months In some cases,

Your Publicity Schedule
Should include:

1. Statement of the subject, purporre,
dales and locations of your project.
(See Step 1)

2. A publicity time schedule that lists
all publicity you plan In order of
occurrence. Be sure to Include ar-
rangements for coverage of the
event Itself as well as pre-event
publicity,

3. Specific, detailed listing of every
publicity assignment. This should
Include names of persons respon-
sible, clear statements of assign-
ments, and deadlines for comple-
tion. If an assignment involves
working with a specific media rep-
resentative, graphics designer,
supplier, or somebody else, names
and Identifications should be
shown.

4. List of names, addresses, and
phone numbers of all the members
of the publicity committee.

In making assignments, don't leave
anything to chance. Be sure to specify
all details of each job For instance: If
bulk mailing is planned, plan not only
your mailing lists, addressing, and sort-
ing but also purchase of the mailing

permit, design of the mailing piece and
preparation of the copy. Even when the
entire job is done by one person, all de-
tails must be included and each must
be timed so that every part of the job
will fit Into the entire schedule in its
proper order,

Timing Is vital to good publicity. If news
is released too soon, people tend to
forget: II too late, they don't have time
to plan. Complex programs with many
workshops, seminars, imported speak-
ers, and lasting for a day or more pro-
vide more material for a sustained pub-
licity campaign than a one-night stand
with a local speaker, II reservations
have to be made, you may want to
make Initial announcement a month or
so In advance, as you would for a pro-
gram directed to people who must ar-
range absence from work to attend.

Timing should also Involve scheduling
procedures that reinforce each other,
such as following a mailing by a news-
paper story or vice versa.

Copies of your publicity schedule
should go to:

Project director'
Project manager'
All project committee chairmen
All publicity committee members"
Others designated by the project
manager

'A publicity budget breakdown should be Whaled
tor these Individuals.

STEP F. GO INTO ACTION
Think News . . . Look at every
news story through the eyes of the
media. Is It news. Is it timely, will II in-
terest enough people to justify the sir or
newspaper spaces it will take?

5

Think Audience Write everything
with the needs and Interest of your
audience In mind. People want to know
"what's in It for me?" Your project is
important to you, but why should it
interest someone else?
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Watch Your Grapt cs ... Poorly
designed or poorly-executed letters,
tilers, posters or displays project poor
Imps of your project. Make every-
thing look professional, stimulating,
and self stewed. People like to asso-
ciate with sue-Ms.

Watch Your Language ..*.Siang
and sloppy English have no place In
news releases. Spill and punctuate
correctly; stick to verbs and nouns; be
frugal with adjectives and adverbs, and
never, never editorialize in your news
releases.

Be Inventive. . .Inventiveness can
make the dilference between a run -of-
the -mill publicity program and smash-
ing success. II is up to you to recognize
the news-making possibilities of your
program. Are your speakers news
makers? Are they experts in fields
important in the news? Whet is unique
about your program, or its participants
or procedures? Is there human interest
angle, the speaker a mother ol 15 chil-
dren. or an antique cer collector for
instance? Even a hur 'Merest story
unrelated to your prnuram subject can
draw favorable attention If the program
is mentioned. Watch for picture nnss-
ibilitieS. Pictures gel noticed and some-
times they say more than a thousand
words.

BE SURE TO GIVE CREDIT
To the Slate Humanities Council ih all
news releases. For proper wording, see
sample ,sews releases in appendix.

Be Prepared

Have at your fingertips:

Detailed biographies

Pictures (head shots preferred)

Information about Interviews and
personal appearances

a

Information about how to reach
speakers, lodging, telephone.
arrival and departure

Maps or directions If needed

Resource materialsbooks on the
subject or by the speaker, mag-
azine articles, newspaper clips

information about electric power,
available rooms for intery4ws,
news conferences

Remember To:

e. enthusiastic . . . it's catching

Be accurate . . . check your
facts, don't ever g' a

Be on time . . . meet your
delines, be on time for
appointments

Be flexible . . . expect the best,
prepare for the worst

Be alert . . . watch for new
angles an -tpportunitie, for addi-
tional pubis...1y

Be specific . . no vague gener-
alities or padding in news relents,'

Be brief ... don't embellish

Be honest . . . exaggerations
and hall-truths are losers.

A Word About Photos
/

1. Use only glossy-:Inish (herd) pho-
tos with good co'trast and sharp
Images.

2. Identity every photo. If a head
shot, with name (Including first,
middle name or intial, and last
name) and title; it other, with a cap-

loon of not more than 30 or 40
words

3 Always include your name and
phone number as source ol photo
release

4. Attach typewritten Identification
to the back of pi,Jtos with rubber
cement or Scotch tape Other glue
of pests may ripple your picture

5 Never write on the back ol pho-
tos or use paper clips or staples'
These ma/ make marks that show
up In the printing.

6 Be sure to send the correct size.
Large papers can reduce or en-
large photos; many smaller papers
require exact sizes to III their for-
mats Delern,ine requirements by
calling the paper

7. Be sure the photo you submit is not
copyrighted or that you have per-
mission from the copyright holder
to use it

A Few Don'ts

Do not ask a journalist to mail you
copies of your story II you don't care
enough to buy the paper, why should
he bother

Don't complain about the way the
media candles your publicity ur 'ess
they contain factua! errors that re-
quire correction (wrong dale or loca-
tion. for instance) And be sure you
know who made the mistake when
you ask for the correction; it may
hat o been your copy error.

Don't ask the newspaper to return
photographs except in unusual
cases: i e when time is too short to
produce duplicates, or a reproduc-
tion ol a photo, such as a large color
print, is too costly.

Do not refer to your publicity as
"ads." "Spots." "interviews" or "ap-
pearances" will do for radio and TV,
and "sloe's." "news releases," or
"last sheets" for newspapers.

Don't promise what you can't de-
liver on time if you say you'll provide
pictures, backround mate:ial or an
interview subject, and then don't
produce, your next request may get
a cold reception.

STEP 6. CLOSE THE BOOKS
Why evaluate?

1 To assess your accomplish-
ments against your plan

2 . o learn from your appraisal
process what procedures and
ideas work best

3 To know what not to do the
next time around.

Evaluations should Include:

1. All publicity materials: news
story clips, fliers, lettors. radio and

TV publicity, all procedures used.

2 Your publicity plan.

3 Your assessment of toe pub-
licity accomplishments and the
reasons for successes and failures.

4. Recommendations for the future.

5 redits to helpers.

6 Costs compared to budgeted
figures.

7
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Be sure to obtain the views of your co-
workers In the assessment process.
Evaluate right away. Resist the tempta-
tion to put It off because :hs event is
over. It is much easier when the event Is
fresh in your mind, and you'll do a
better job. Be objective and complete.
and don't exaggerate.

Saying Thank You

Thank-you notes are good public re-
lations and good-will builders There,
es well as the evaluations, should be
completed es soon as the project is
finished.

Write, don't phone. A feller shows you
cared enough to make the extra effort.
II gives the recipient concrete evic.ence
that help was appreciated, end it pro-
vides a record for your files.

When you write, be specific lot, for
instance. "thank you so much for your
help," but "nearly everyone I talked
with at the symposium mrotioned your
TV interview with Martin Robins and
I'm sure it made a sit) ..icant difference
in our attendance." No one is fooled by
a form letter.
Send thank-you notes to:
1. Media representatives with whom

you worked.
2. All volunteers who helped you.
3. Anyone who contributed in some

special way, such es the school jan-
itor who knocked himself out to lo-
cate an extension cord you desper-
ately needed. If you don't know his
name. send a note praising his ser-
vices to the school principal.
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SAMPLE NEWS RELEASES AND FLIERS
Nolo A seae0M prolocl Is wed to Oho esomples of news Woven. mdle Mine and Mine

Ficr 9112?

TO: MINNEAMLIS TkIBUNS
Olen Sober
City Desk

F:OH: Uinnespolis Athletic
Association for Youth
Murtha 3pawn,publicity
315-co20

SIMIOSIUM ON VALUE OF COWPATITITZ TUN SPORTS Fon 5-15-YU:WILD BOYS AHD DIRE!

What:

Who:

Whys

When and

Where:

How:

Ons-day public symposium entitled: "The Win Syndrome, Team

Competition, Does It Hurt or Help Ow' Youth?" National

and local speakers keynoted by Martin Robins, author of

"Sob !Teti, ierdlet to Stardom.* Ten other speakers in-

cluding a child psychologist, lawyer, pediatrician, ath-

letic director and Little Legion president.

Sponsored by the Minneapolis Athletic Association for

Youth through a grant from the Minnesota Humanities

Commission with the allof the National ISdotasent for

the Humanities.

To examine the various sides of the controversy about

the effects of %sem competition on boys and girls 5 to

15 year, old, and clarify misunderstandings and mis-

information regarding 464. subject.

9 a.m. to 4 p.m., September 25, Me.-ritt Hotel, Minneapolis

Open to the public. Reservations required. Fees $5.00

Call or write Hinneeote Athletic Association for Youth,

216_5154020, a% &co 6th Street South, Minneapolis 55402.
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RENS F.E.ZOIE-

10: MORTRAPOLIS 151522
John Bower
Sports Editor

flXit :innespolle Athletic
Association for Youth
Berths Spawn, publicity
315-0020

MOMS CO THE VALUi OF COMFETITIV3 rau:54V.7.; TOE
5-15-114L-OL:i BOYS MO

Martin :Sabin, author of 'Bob Gets, Sandlot to aardom," will keynote

day --lout spigositu Oft the conflicting views of the value of tun sporty

for boys and girls under 15. H. will be the first of eleven speacers and

panelists on s program st the lerritt Rotel in Minneapolis on epteleter 25.

14oins will discuss the development of teem sports in the lest 20 years.

Other speakers will talk about the morel, paycholocicel, medical, financial,

legal, and organisational aspects of competitive sports se well as the
alternatives.

The synposiun, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., is open to the public. ;ponsors ere

the Minneapolis Athletic Association for Youth 111. the aid of the Linnesote

MI:unities Commission and the National Endowment Per the Lumanities. :tures
tions et $3.00 are required and may be obtained at tie Athletic Association

office through September 21.

In addition to Robins, fired Korean, president
of I:LAT, has announced the

following speakers:

Dr. loan Medford, pediatrician, "Phyuicsl
Development and Competitive

Athletics."

Dr. John Drexler, psychologist and vice-president of Media R r:arch, Inc.,

"TV and the Press, Sports Hero Usages and the Kids."

LOU Senator Nathan Bless, lawyer, "A Lawyer looks st Sports Competition
and the Law."

Father John rims, athletic director, "Cosehing and Hovel Values."
Theodore Conlin, executive director,

Rational Institute of Corporate

Sports Sponsors, "Bulletin Approach to Competitive Teem Sports for
Ride."

more

10

Pinnesulis Athletic Association for Youth, continued

Arthur Broker, president of Little Legion, "The Purpose and Gorls of

Little Legion."

Mrs. Rupert Brown, parent of five competitive imbrue/kers, "Tarenting

Competitive Bids.'

Jerry Newell, Park Recreation Director, 'Alternatives to Teem Competition.'

Dr. Conrad Norton, Principal, Belles Lleaentery School, "The Competitive

Tom Member as a Student."

Dr. James Phillips, philosopher and author of 7.1 children's books on

sports will choir the panel.
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10 SECOND /VIM SIMS SPOT

Is teem competition Ireful or helpful to kids/ Decide for yourself at

ans-der syciosium, sn September 25, sponsored by the Miansapolis Athletic

Association for Youth and Minnesota NummitiesCominsian. Call

115-0020 for reservations.
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Partial List of Publicity Possibilities of "The Win Syndrome"
Unless otherwise Indicated. these suggestions are for both press and air

1 Original grant announcement. 9.2 Announce keynote speakers.
3 Announce remaining speakers.
4 Editorial
5 Letters to the editor, pro and con.
6. Partial list ol possibilities for radio

and TV interviews or press stories
a. Life-style ol Mrs. Rupert Brown
with live kids in competitive team
sports.
b Or Drexler on "Sports Hero
Image and the Kids."
c. Theodore Conlin. authority on
sports in Ancient Greece. compar-ing them with modern sportsd Little Legion president and 12.Jerry Newell. historian, in pro and 13con presentation
e Book page story on Or James 14.
Phillips. author ol children's sports
stories and panel moderator

interview with keynote speaker
on influences of historical back-
ground on sports attitudes.
g Family page In paper. Father
Flynn on moral oblivion, ol ath-
letic coach

T Sports columnist evaluation of
symposium

S. Tape speakers for later broadcast

10.

11.

15.

16.

17.

Public service spots on radio
Display in downtown bank or the-
ater lobby; diets should be wad-
able here.
Fliers sent to park administrators,
Little Legion parents and sponsors.
school administrators, coaches of
children's learns. students In park
administration and phy-ed, play-
ground supervisors. PtA pre -
ideals. recreation and park athletic
association presidents, social
service agencies, boys' and girls'
clubs. community school adminle-
!rotors. school gym teachers.
-Poslers.
Speakers for PTA. athleticassocia-
tion. and park directors meetings
Announcements to churches to
use on Sunday programs
News releases to neighborhood
newspapers and news letters
Cover any conventions or confer-
ences with fliers it the participants
are your audience possibilities: gel
conventions list from Chamber of
Commerce.
'."-ocial columns for hostess. com-
modes chairmen. etc.

Picture possibility.

Resources

How to write news and workwith media . . .

Charnley. REPORTING, Holt. Rinehart
& Winston
MacDougall. INTERPRETATIVE
REPORTING. Macmillan

Where to find the media youneed. . .

NEWSPAPERS
Contact your Stale Newspaper

15

Association for their list of stale
newspapers.

Ayer Guide lo Periodicals, available
at public libraries.

RADIO AND TV
For local slalions. look in the Yellow
Pages ol your phone book
For stale wide. Broadcasting Year-
book. at your public library.
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